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St. Giles’ Cathedral, Edinburgh, Scotland
Founded 1124
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Introduction

“Anyone who is to find Christ must first find the church. How could anyone know
where Christ is and what faith is in him unless he knew where his believers are?”
- Martin Luther, Kirchenpostille 1527

In most scholarship on Protestantism outside of continental Europe, the focus is
placed on England. Scotland and Ireland, however, are often left out of the discussion. This
is problematic: Protestantism spread throughout the British Isles and heavily influenced
the social structure, artistic landscape, and even architecture. Because of the geographical
proximity of Scotland and Ireland to England, excluding them from the discussion on the
Protestant Reformation seems neglectful. The Reformation in Ireland and Scotland are
histories that differ from the larger understanding of Protestantism in the British Isles. The
Scottish Reformation began with a revolt against the monarchy, for example; it worked its
way from the bottom of society upwards. It was a movement that was started by the
masses that eventually led to a change in the views of the monarchy. Ireland, however, was
forced to convert under the mandate of a king who was ruling from abroad. The conversion
to Protestantism had to be enforced from the top down by representatives of the king but
the national identity of Irish Catholics had to replaced. By ignoring the differences in
circumstance, these countries are denied agency in their decision to accept or deny
Protestantism. These decisions had an effect on the way worship changed, both spatially
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and intellectually. The goal of this paper is to bring to the forefront the effects of the
Reformation on both the forms of the architecture and the role of the laity in Scottish and
Irish churches in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
This project came together last spring sitting inside St. Giles’ Cathedral in
Edinburgh. I had walked past the old Cathedral many times but had not taken the time to
explore the intimidating structure. When I finally went inside St. Giles’, I was taken aback
by its beauty and by the proliferation of light, as seen in Figure 1. Even on a typically
overcast day, there were streams of light coming through the stained glass windows,
illuminating scenes from the life of Christ. But I slowly began having some questions about
its history. What struck me first was the lack of choir or any real separate altar space. Set
up in the main crossing was an altar, which struck me as odd because I knew it was a rather
untraditional placement for an altar [Figure 2]. This prompted me to look more closely at
my surroundings; I began noticing a discontinuity in architectural style, and the
architectural remains of walls that once were. It was these oddities that made me question
the past of this building.
It was not until I went to Ireland and sat inside St. Patrick’s Cathedral, however, that
the larger implications of the Reformation began to influence my thoughts on a thesis topic.
Ireland is traditionally thought of as a Catholic country, so I was surprised to learn that St.
Patrick’s was in fact a functioning Protestant Church [Figure 3]. On first appearance,
today’s St. Patrick’s Cathedral looks like a Catholic church with an elaborate choir and Lady
Chapel, as illustrated in Figure 4. It had never occurred to me that Protestantism would
have reached Ireland and taken root in the country’s capital city, Dublin.
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In my research on these two institutions I discovered that there is very little focus in
scholarship on their architectural history during the Reformation – or on their social
history, for that matter. Scholars write about these two churches in their historical context,
what happened when and under whose orders, but there is no larger context about the
building’s social implications offered. There are many scholars who discuss the founding of
the Church of Scotland and the Church of Ireland, such as William Maxwell’s A History of
Worship in the Church of Scotland (1955) or Samantha Miegs’ The Reformations in Ireland:
Tradition and Confessionalism, 1400-1690 (1997). While these sources are useful in
understanding the changes in religion, they offer little insight into how those changes were
reflected architecturally. On the other end, there are scholars who discuss just the
architectural changes, such as Michael O’Neill and Richard Fawcett, as if they were
unrelated to the shifting social setting. Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of the current
literature, however, is that there is surprisingly little. Although these two churches were
important spaces for their communities, in many sources they were given simply one or
two pages of brief history. Two sources, Rosalind Marshall’s book St. Giles’: The Dramatic
Story of a Great Church and its People (2009) and John Crawford and Raymond Gillespie’s
collection of essays in St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin: A History (2009), became vital for me
in understanding the effects of the Reformation on both the congregation and the physical
space.
Scotland and Ireland both came under control of the English monarchy – although
at very different times, which I believe makes them suitable for a comparison. Perhaps it is
because Scotland was still independent, with its own monarchy, when it became a
Protestant country that the transition was relatively smooth. The decision to Reform was
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made by the people, not by the monarchy, a decisive difference between the two churches.
Scotland exhibited a willingness to reform that Ireland simply did not. England’s
enforcement of Protestantism in Ireland was not well received in Dublin and I intend to
argue that it is represented in St. Patrick’s lack of architectural and decorative
transformation.
One of the important factors in understanding the impact of the Reformation in
Edinburgh and Dublin is the history of the founding and development of these two
churches. While the paper will focus on the the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the
longstanding Catholic tradition of these two institutions is vital in recognizing the dramatic
shifts in architecture and decoration and the effect on the laity. Both the Edinburgh and
Dublin churches were pre-existing Christian buildings, first documented in 1124 and 890
CE, respectively, although they were founded for vastly different reasons. St. Giles’ was
founded when Scottish royal family, Queen Margaret (later Saint Margaret), King Malcom
Canmore [r. 1058-1093], and their sons Alexander I [r. 1107-1124] and David I [r. 11241153], made extensive efforts to spread Christianity throughout Scotland.1 Although
Edinburgh was not the permanent capital of Scotland at this time, the city did have the
royal castle within its limits making it an important location for the introduction of
Christianity. It was under David I that St. Giles’ became a parish church and then a royal
burgh church, elevating its status even further and incorporating it into the daily fold of
Edinburgh life. The reasoning behind dedicating the church to St. Giles is not well known.
Rosalind K. Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People
(Edinburgh, Scotland: St. Andrews Press, 2009). It is uncertain as to who in the royal family
commissioned the construction of St. Giles’. It is more likely that it was one of the sons who
decided to erect the church, although scholars debate whether it was Alexander I or his
younger brother David I. 2-3
1
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There is no direct connection between St. Giles and Scotland: the seventh-century hermit
lived out his life in France. According to legends, the Greek miracle worker, gaining much
unwanted notoriety for his healing capabilities, fled Athens for the forest near Nîmes, with
a deer as his only company. A local king, out hunting deer, shot St. Giles instead,
permanently crippling him. Because of his eremtical life and self-sacrifice, he became the
patron saint of cripples and lepers. Rosalind Marshall relays the anecdote of the young
Scottish prince David I walking in on his sister washing and kissing the feet of lepers and
running off in horror at such a sight, only to later recount it in detail to the chronicler
Alered of Rievaulx. Marshall proposes that it was David who founded the new church, and
dedicated it to Giles as a way to commemorate the formative event.2
St. Patrick’s Cathedral was founded, on the other hand, with a direct connection to
its namesake. Although there is little information about the historical life of St. Patrick, a
twelfth-century Life of the saint recounts the legend that when Patrick passed through
Dublin in the fifth century, he baptized new Irish converts at a small well near the River
Poddle.3 This well became sacred to followers of St. Patrick, and the first wooden structure
was built beside the sacred well not long after.4 The decision to build St Patrick’s at its
current location was thus not practical but cultic. Logistically, St. Patrick’s is situated
between the two branches of the River Poddle, which is prone to flooding. If it was not for

Rosalind K. Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 3
The story is found in Chapter 70 of the vita Patricii by Jocelin of Furness; see Helen
Birkett, The Saints’ Lives of Jocelin of Furness: Hagiography, Patronage, and Ecclesiastical
Politics (York: York Medieval Press, 2010) and John Healy, The Life and Writings of St
Patrick (Dublin: M H Gill, 1905), 364-367. On the sources for the history of the saint, see
Thomas O’Loughlin, Saint Patrick: The Man and His Works (London: Triangle, 1999).
4 Victor Jackson, The Irish Heritage Series: 9 (Norwich, Great Britain: Eason and Son
Limited, Dublin, 1982). 2.
2
3
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the well and its connection to the important saint, it is likely that the church would be
located somewhere more suitable. This location is important in understanding the deeprooted connection to the Catholic tradition in Ireland before the Reformation. The church’s
importance to Dublin society is further exemplified by its constant rebuilding during the
Middle Ages. During the thirteenth century, the wooden church was demolished and
Archbishop Luke commissioned a massive Gothic structure. In 1270, the Lady Chapel was
added to the east end of the church, creating an even more impressive building. More work
was done in the fourteenth century with the reconstruction of the nave and tower after
multiple storms and collapses. While these were expected repairs to the building, it is
important to note that this was not the only cathedral catering to the Dublin community.
Christ Church Cathedral, located inside the city walls, was founded in 1030 AD and was
easier to access than St. Patrick’s, which stood outside the walls -- yet St. Patrick’s was the
wealthier of the two parishes. Throughout its history, St. Patrick’s has held a special place
of pride within the Dublin community because of the physical connection to the well St.
Patrick used to convert the early Irish Christians.
The reaction to Protestantism in Edinburgh and Dublin could not have been more
opposite, just as the motivations for the foundation of these churches could not have been
more different. In Edinburgh, there was much civil and religious unrest caused by the
growing opposition to Mary of Guise [r. 1538-1542], for her policies and dislike of
Protestants. In addition, there were groups of Scots who began questioning the doctrine of
the Roman Catholic Church, promoting penance and piety while high ranked clergy lived in
luxury with mistresses. It was with the return of John Knox that the Scottish reformers
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found their backing.5 John Knox had converted to Protestantism in the 1540’s and was
forced into slavery after being captured at St. Andrews Castle by French soldiers sent to
help Mary of Guise. After his release, Knox traveled around Europe for a few years before
meeting and becoming a disciple of John Calvin in Geneva. He became the pastor of The
Auditory, the small church behind the Cathedral of St. Pierre, where Calvin preached. Knox
reluctantly returned to Scotland in 1559 and took part in a religious war against Mary of
Guise and the Catholics. Knox and the Scottish Protestants eventually won out, and by 1560
St. Giles’ was firmly a Protestant church. After Knox and the Protestant’s takeover of St.
Giles’, there was a complete architectural and liturgical restructuring that had profound
effects on the congregation.6 The new religion was readily embraced in Edinburgh; this
thesis will outline the rapid changes made to the fabric of the long-standing Catholic
church.
St. Patrick’s experienced a far less enthusiastic conversion to Protestantism during
the sixteenth century. Instead of a result of religious uprising, as in Edinburgh, St. Patrick’s
transition to Protestantism was imposed by outside forces, most notably the English
monarchy. During the sixteenth century, Ireland was under the English rule of Henry VIII.
It was during Henry VIII’s reign in 1534 that England separated from the Catholic Church
and Henry declared himself supreme head of the new Church of England. Not long after,
Henry began dissolving the monasteries and other religious institutions in order to gain

Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 45.
Dougal Shaw. 2004. “St. Giles’ Church and Charles I’s Coronation Visit to Scotland”
Historical Research 77 (198): 481-502.
5
6
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control of their vast wealth.7 Visually there were few changes to St. Patrick’s during this
time and it was not until Edward VI came to the throne [r. 1547-1553] that a more
traditional Protestantism was enforced. Protestantism was mandated in Ireland and
enforced through local emissaries. In the years following Henry VIII, there was a quick
succession of English monarchs. Mary I [r.1553-1558] returned England to Catholicism
during her reign and St. Patrick’s rapidly re-converted to a Catholic cathedral. With the rise
of Elizabeth I [r. 1558-1603] came the permanence of Protestantism in England, and in
Ireland. For the next fifty years of so, St. Patrick’s Cathedral remain relatively unchanged. It
was during the Commonwealth Era, however, that St. Patrick’s was completely
deconsecrated as a religious institution and used as a court house and, possibly, as a
stable.8 As this thesis will show, although Protestantism became the national religion, there
was little effort to convert St. Patrick’s. Instead of openly embracing Protestantism and
fully committing to its liturgical needs, St. Patrick’s cathedral, I argue, subtly refuted the
new religion and therefore, the power of the English monarchy.
The first chapter focuses on the architecture of St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s after the
introduction of Protestantism. During the Reformation, St. Giles’ openly embraced the new
religion and quickly reorganized its interior. As the chapter will discuss, St. Giles’ made a
concerted effort to remove redundant space within its walls, often giving unused spaces
over to local political offices. Over the course of the sixteenth century, St. Giles’ was

Raymond Gillespie. 2009. "Reform and Decay, 1500-1598." In St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, edited by John Crawford and Raymond Gillespie. Dublin, Ireland: Four Courts Press
Limited. 158.
8 Raymond Gillespie R. 2009. "Age of Modernization 1598-1690." In St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, edited by John Crawford and Raymond Gillespie. Dublin, Ireland: Four Courts Press
Limited. 189.
7
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transformed from one church to four distinct churches inside a single building. In this
chapter, I argue that this transformation reflects the willingness of the congregation of St.
Giles’ to forget its Catholic past entirely and continue on as a Protestant church. St. Patrick’s
on the other hand, was far more reluctant to embrace Protestantism, and this is reflected in
the lack of architectural transformation. Instead of altering the interior of St. Patrick’s into
a fully functioning Protestant church, the space was mostly left to decay, with the
congregation raising funds to be spent on repairs only when absolutely necessary. The
chapter also addresses the alterations of the choirs inside St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s. The
choir was once the central and most sacred part of the church: it housed the high altar, and
also separated the clergy from the laity. The chapter discusses the unifying effects of
Edinburgh’s elimination of the choir as well as St. Patrick’s enhancement of its choir.
The second chapter addresses the interior decoration of the two churches and its
reflection of Protestant principles. The chapter begins with an in depth description of the
types of decoration, sculpture, textile, and metal work that would have been found inside
both churches before the Reformation. After the introduction of Protestantism, St. Giles’
completely abandoned the Catholic tradition of church decoration and swiftly removed
anything deemed to be excessive. The church was painted over, altars were removed, and
valuables were sold. St. Patrick’s, however, made the bare minimum changes to align its
interior decoration with Protestant principles. The chapter argues that these changes, or
lack thereof, are reflective of Ireland’s resentment of English interference in Ireland. St.
Patrick’s was quick to replace its missing materials during the reign of Mary Tudor, and
only removed its decoration when ordered to do so by Protestant kings and queens, such as
Elizabeth I. The chapter concludes by looking at what occurred at St. Patrick’s during the
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middle of the seventeenth century, when many of the decorations associated with
Catholicism began returning to the cathedral.
The final chapter of the thesis explores of the role of the laity after the Reformation,
and how they experienced the newly Protestant spaces. With the introduction of Protestant
liturgy came new responsibilities on the part of the congregation. This chapter investigates
how the architecture and decoration affected the congregations’ movement around the
churches and their experience of the services. The chapter begins with a detailed account of
the changes made to St. Giles’ and effects on the congregation’s religious experience,
beginning with the division of space and the transformation from one massive cathedral
with ambulating aisles to four small, visually austere churches. The chapter continues to
discuss the ways in which the Edinburgh cathedral directed the congregation to actively
participate in services and to be intellectually aware of what they were experiencing. The
chapter ends with a look at St. Patrick’s refutation of the new intellectual ideals of
Protestant worship with relation to church division, decorative additions, and exclusionary
spaces. The discussion of St. Patrick’s’ congregational experience focuses mainly on the
choir and the Lady Chapel, both of which underwent alterations to benefit a select group of
people rather than to enhance the experience for all. The chapter aims to highlight the
differences between the Scottish and Irish reactions to Protestantism and how the clergy’s
decisions greatly affected the laity experience.
Within the current scholarly literature on church architecture, the way people move
about and experience a space is not always discussed, yet it is vital in understanding how
these spaces functioned. In many instances, buildings are visually fragmented into pieces in
order to exemplify different styles rather than viewed as a whole to understand how the
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pieces connect to create an experience. St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s were created with the
intention of having people experience them, and therefore changes to their architecture
altered how people interacted with one another and with the building around them. As the
form of many church spaces changed, so did their function. What was once a chancel or a
nave was given a new purpose and that change dictated how people experienced that new
space. For this project I created a set of floor plans of both churches to show their
architectural evolution after the Reformation. While there were many drawings of the
building dating after the eighteenth century, I was unable to locate any drawings that
reflected the architectural changes as they happened. This lack of visual aid forced me to
rely on brief descriptions found in scholarly sources in order to create the drawings. By
creating these floor plans, each marking one major architectural change, I was able to
visualize the changes in how the congregations experienced their churches. I believe it is
important to look at the way people interacted with the newly reordered space because it
is a valuable insight in how people alter their surroundings when opinions change. St.
Giles’ and St. Patrick’s were not built with the intention of being Protestant places of
worship, so all of the alterations to their architectural form reflect a change in perspective.
Instead of opting to build brand new churches in their place, the congregations of St.
Patrick’s and St. Giles’ chose to alter the already existing churches to fit their needs. How
was this decision to alter St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s realized and how did it effect the
congregational experience?
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Chapter 1:
The Effects of the Reformation on Religious Architectural Space

While the Reformation had a lasting impact on the architecture in Ireland and
Scotland, it must be noted that there was already an existing architectural tradition in both
countries. Long before the rise of Protestantism in Europe, St. Patrick’s in Dublin and St.
Giles’ in Edinburgh were working Catholic churches. These buildings were already well
formed both structurally and socially by the time Protestantism reached Scotland and
Ireland. Both buildings were constructed in the Gothic style, an architectural tradition that
was meant to visually awe the churchgoer by drawing the eye upward toward heaven and
God’s light. The larger and higher the church, the more impressive it would seem to the
congregation, a constant reminder of God’s glory and power. As Nicola Coldstream
discusses in Medieval Architecture, the Gothic church was a physical representation of the
dichotomy of heaven and earth. While the eye was draw upward visually toward heaven,
there was great emphasis placed on the horizontal division between the main arcade,
triforium, and clerestory. This horizontal subdivision placed emphasis on the physical
barrier between the human congregation and the heavenly realm far above.9
These churches were also built to house medieval Christian Masses, services that, by
the end of the Middle Ages, relied on lavish surroundings and exclusivity. Throughout the

9

Coldstream, Nicola. 2002. Medieval Architecture. New York, New York: Oxford University
Press. 29.
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Christian cathedral, statues, paintings, relics, and other devotional images were used as a
means of worship. These items, such as a statue of St. Giles or St. Patrick were expensive
and there was the additional cost of maintaining such figures. In addition, the clothing of
the clergy played an important role during Catholic services; often priests’ robes were
heavily embroidered in order to bring attention to both themselves and their movements
throughout the service. The congregations of St. Patrick’s and St. Giles’ would attend
church with the understanding that they were able to mill about the massive cathedral and
make noise because the parts of the service that mattered, and where silence was required,
were signaled out to them through music or bells.10 Since the Mass was spoken in Latin,
very little of the congregation could understand it, therefore the words spoken by the
priests held little meaning to the average churchgoer. Congregants were excluded even
more from the Mass by the screens placed in front of the choir. This long-standing tradition
of architectural style and social interaction was drastically altered with the introduction of
reformed ideologies.
St. Giles’ Cathedral in Edinburgh was founded in the twelfth century by the royal
family with the hope of spreading Christian worship throughout Scotland. The architecture
of the original structure was most likely rectangular in plan, consisting of a nave and a
chancel, and possibly having a semicircular apse at the east end.11 There is not much more
known about the early church, except for a decorative Romanesque doorway that existed
until 1798, for St. Giles’ was continually rebuilt and added upon. By the fourteenth century,
however, this building had transformed into a much larger Gothic structure complete with

10
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Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 7.
Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 4.
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pointed arches and simpler octagonal pillars. The new building consisted of “a vaulted nave
of five bays flanked with double aisles, a crossing tower, short transepts, and an aisled
choir of four bays.”12 The small transepts did not extend beyond the side aisles, creating a
rectangular plan rather than that of a Latin Cross, therefore allowing for an easy flow of
movement through the space for religious processions held on saint’s days and other major
holidays. In 1453, the choir was remodeled by reconstructing the two east bays and by the
addition of a clerestory with a fine tierceron vault, keeping with the tradition of late Gothic
architectural style.13 By 1466 most of the additions to the building were in place, with the
exception of one or two major projects, most notably the stone crown on the central tower
that was built around 1500.14 This crown spire is a distinct feature of Scottish architecture
that made the cathedral stand out among the ever-growing city streets. By the start of the
sixteenth century, St. Giles’ was no long at the edge of Edinburgh, but rather at its center.
Situated along the High Street, the city grew around the church, closing it off on three sides
with the construction of new buildings. To the northwest of the church was the Tolbooth, a
large building where both parliament and the courts of justice met. On the remaining sides
and directly across the street were goldsmith shops, houses, taverns and narrow lanes that
ran throughout the city.
St. Patrick’s Church was first documented in 890, probably being a small single-cell
church alongside the River Poddle, just outside the city walls of Dublin. The church gained
collegiate status in 1191 and was rebuilt much larger and in a traditional Latin cross plan,

John G. Dunbar, The Historic Architecture of Scotland (London: Batsford, 1966), 268.
John Gifford et al., Edinburgh (Middlesex, England; New York, N.Y., U.S.A.: Penguin Books,
1984). 732.
14 Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 40
12
13
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with a nave, single aisles, and transepts that extended past the aisles. It is believed that
John Comyn, Archbishop between 1181-1212, chose to elevate St. Patrick’s to the status of
a collegiate church because it would no longer have diocesan responsibilities, thus allowing
the church to amass vast wealth. Being outside the city walls made it the ideal location for
the Archbishop to gain wealth and status from the enhancement of his religious domain.
However, it was Luke, Archbishop of St. Patrick’s from 1219-1260, who commissioned the
building projects that dictate St. Patrick’s current form. It was constructed in the Gothic
style with pointed arches and a clerestory meant to draw the eyes upward toward heaven.
The cathedral contained an aisled choir of four bays, an aisled nave of eight bays, a two-bay
retro choir, and a two-bay Lady Chapel.15 It is believed that the entire ceiling of St. Patrick’s
was vaulted in stone, an impressive architectural feat at the time, and some of it still
survives in the crossing of the east and west aisles of the south transept. At the time, St.
Patrick’s was seen as the most ambitious piece of Gothic architecture in Ireland and in
direct contrast to the style of Christ Church, Dublin’s older and more centrally located
church.16 St. Patrick’s was located outside the city walls of Dublin but that did not mean it
lacked significance in the Dublin community. The connection to St. Patrick, who was
believed to have introduced Christianity to the Irish people and who was thought to have
baptized some at a well where the church was built, was an important factor in elevating its
status from parish to collegiate to cathedral. Having found a well on the property that
corroborated the myth of St. Patrick, St. Patrick’s church gained religious significance. The

Michael O'Neill, "The Architectural History of the Medieval Church," in St. Patrick's
Cathedral, Dublin, eds. John Crawford and Raymond Gillespie (Dublin, Ireland: Four Courts
Press Limited, 2009a). 104
16 O'Neill, The Architectural History of the Medieval Church. 96.
15
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connection to the patron saint of Ireland transformed an out of the way church into one
that beckoned visitors, thus expanding its congregation and religious status.
Although the Reformation reached Ireland before it rose to prominence in
Scotland, St. Patrick’s alterations happened more gradually than those at St. Giles’. This
might be due to Ireland being officially under the control of the English monarchy. After
the death of King Henry VIII, the English empire experienced a rapid succession of
monarchs. When each of Henry VIII’s three children took to the throne, they brought their
own religious views. Ireland, part of England at the time, was expected to comply with the
religious views and mandates of the current English monarch. For example, under Mary
Tudor, Henry VIII’s first daughter, England and Ireland were expected to abandon
Protestantism and return to Catholicism, while under under Elizabeth I Protestantism was
the national religion.17 St. Patrick’s was expected to transition frequently between Catholic
and Protestant identities, based on the current preferences of the monarch in power.
Scotland, on the other hand, had its own royal family, the Stuarts, who recognized the
power and influence of Protestantism in the country and were more tolerant when their
religious views differed from the masses. It was not until the death of Queen Elizabeth I in
1603, and the coronation of James Stuart [r.1603-1625] that the two countries were linked
politically.
While these two buildings do not correlate chronologically after the Reformation,
they are worth comparing in hopes of understanding some of the wide array of reactions to
the Reformation. The Protestant Reformation not only reorganized Christianity in Ireland
and Scotland, it also reorganized the central churches in these countries. St. Giles’ of
17

Gillespie. Reform and Decay, 1500-1598. 164.
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Edinburgh and St. Patrick’s of Dublin both underwent transformation after the
implementation of Protestantism in their respective countries. It became the goal of each
church community to repurpose these spaces and conform them to the ideals of church
architecture. St. Giles’ openly embraced Protestantism starting in 1560, and the rapid
transformation of the Edinburgh cathedral reflects that enthusiasm, while St. Patrick’s
minimal alterations speak to the city’s uncertainty and reluctance to convert to the newly
mandated religion. It is not until the middle of the seventeenth century that the Dublin
cathedral began to truly transform the interior of the church and begin to embrace what
was becoming the Church of Ireland.

Interior Division
Up until 1560, St. Giles’ of Edinburgh had been the central church of the constantly
growing city. St. Giles’ was one of the oldest churches in the city; it had started as a tiny
parish church in the twelfth century and slowly grew to a collegiate church by the middle of
the sixteenth. With the return of John Knox in 1559 came the full force of the Reformation
and Edinburgh’s most prominent church became the epicenter of a religious battle. In
1560, the Protestants defeated the Catholics for control of St. Giles’ and John Knox
preached his first sermon inside the cathedral. Construction to de-Romanize St. Giles’
began not long after Knox’s first sermon and the floor plan of St. Giles’ was quickly altered.
After becoming the center of Protestant life in Edinburgh, one of the first changes made to
St. Giles’ was to secularize unused space. This secular re-purposing of the nave was a
practical approach to making the most out of pre-existing space that was considered
redundant under Protestant liturgy. In Protestant churches, “the compartmentation of
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medieval churches was condemned by the Reformers, to whom the customary division of
nave and chancel, transept and chapel, were so many obstacles to the observance of fully
congregational worship.”18 The goal of the Protestants was to have a place of worship
where all, with the audience being attentive throughout the lengthy speech, easily heard
the sermon.19 The Word of God was the most vital part of the Protestant service, with the
ear replacing the eye as a means of congregational understanding.20
In order to address this ideological change, St. Giles’ began transforming the interior
of the massive cathedral. During 1561, it is documented that town council ordered a group
of workmen to begin the process of sectioning off part of the east end of the church with
the intention of creating a local school.21 By repurposing part of the church interior, Knox
aimed to create a more centralized space of worship. Because there was no longer a need
for processional space, sections of the church that would be empty were planned to be put
to better use. It was in the limitation of space that Knox aimed to remove the obstacles of
Catholic worship. This transformation did not come to fruition, however and it was in 1562
that the first major architectural change took place inside St. Giles’. At the west end of the
nave, a wall was built to create a new parliament and court building, closing that space off
from the rest of St. Giles’. The old vestry of St. Giles’ was walled off in 1563 in order to make
a space for the town clerk to conduct his business [Figure 6]. By partitioning off these
spaces, St. Giles’ was slowly transforming itself to conform to the demands of the
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Protestant liturgy. It was important to only have enough room as was necessary for
worship. All redundant space was to be eliminated as effectively as possible. Redundancy
would not be difficult in a newly constructed church, because the church would have been
constructed with just enough room for services to be conducted. The issue with St. Giles’,
however, was that it was a pre-existing structure that was originally built for the
performance of extravagant Masses and for the inclusion of personal altars throughout the
nave and aisles of the church. Under Protestantism, personal altars were no longer a part of
liturgy and prayer, so that extra space became useless and distracting from the word of
God. St. Giles’ made the most of the now empty space by transforming it into secular
purposes that benefitted the entire community.
St. Patrick’s Cathedral was a well-established building by the sixteenth century as a
religious institution with a strong Catholic tradition.22 By the early thirteenth century, the
construction of the body of the church was complete and not much had changed by the
time of Henry VIII’s decision to break with the Catholic Church. In 1537, Henry VIII
mandated that all Irish churches needed to conform to the new standards of religious life.
Although the English monarchy hoped to transform the cathedral to conform to new
Protestant ideas and practices, St. Patrick’s underwent very little change in the years
following Henry VIII’s schism with Catholicism. St. Patrick’s did not undergo a secular
division and repurposing as St. Giles’ did. This is potentially reflective of St. Patrick’s
location within Dublin during the time. The cathedral, in contrast to St. Giles’, was located
outside the city walls rather than the heart of the city; it did not make sense for town
officials to have offices far away from the city center. Instead of using parts of St. Patrick’s
22
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for secular purposes, the entire building was abandoned by religious clerics for a short
period of time and restructured. In 1651, St. Patrick’s was turned to profane uses and court
martials were held inside the cathedral. It is likely that Oliver Cromwell used part of the
building as a stable for his troops’ horses.23 Cromwell, in charge of the Commonwealth of
England from1653 to 1658, made it his mission to bring about the desecration of Catholic
cathedrals, monasteries, and parish churches and he sought to strip St. Patrick’s of any of
its remaining ties to Catholicism.24 The cathedral was soon restored as a working church in
1660, after the dissolution of the strictly Protestant Commonwealth.
Instead of dividing its interior for secular purposes, like the Scottish church, St.
Patrick’s used redundant space to create additional religious spaces. The Dublin church
first divided its interior in the 1630’s by creating the parish church of St. Nicholas Without
inside the north transept [Figure 11]. The separation of the north transept was not meant
to help the church as a whole, but rather to give a select group of parishioners a place of
worship. St. Patrick’s divided its interior again in 1665, this time for a small group of
French Huguenots who migrated to Dublin to flee persecution on the European continent.
The Dean of the Chapter at St. Patrick’s created a contract with the French Protestants that
gave them permission to worship in the Lady Chapel, located directly behind the choir. By
1666, walls were constructed to make the Lady Chapel autonomous from the rest of St.
Patrick’s; this is illustrated in Figure 12. These divisions inside St. Patrick’s were not
reflective of a Reformation mindset of repurposing space to conform to new Protestant
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ideals, however. The purpose of creating two self-contained churches inside St. Patrick’s
was purely monetary.25 The Chapter would receive a payment for the use of the space,
money that was desperately needed for repairs that continually needed to be made.
St. Giles’, on the other hand, began forming new parishes inside the old cathedral in
order to accommodate both the growing congregation and the different demands of
Protestant liturgy. The division was a gradual process that began in 1581 with the creation
of two smaller churches inside the original structure of St. Giles, known as the East Kirk and
the Great, or Old, Kirk, as illustrated in Figure 7. Of the two spaces, the East Kirk was
considered to be the more important because it had formerly been the chancel of the
cathedral. A partition wall was built that cut off the former chancel from the crossing and
the nave, completely separating the two spaces into two distinct entities.26 Interestingly,
however, the royal loft for James VI was located in the Great Kirk, which was the former
nave. The decision not to move the royal loft was most likely a practical one rather than a
deliberate oversight: the loft was well-decorated and sumptuous and to relocate the loft
would have involved dismantle it and rebuild it just as lavishly (if not more so) in the new
East Kirk would be very costly. It made the most sense to leave the royal loft, which was
only used on special occasions by the king, inside the Great Kirk. About ten years later, the
church council voted to transform the upper part of the Outer Tolbooth, the new
Parliamentary building constructed from space donated by St. Giles’ in 1561, into a third
church which was to be known as the Tolbooth Kirk [Figure 8]. Sometime around 1600, the

At this time, much of St. Patrick’s was in disrepair and the funds gained from renting the
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fourth and final church was constructed inside St. Giles’: Haddo’s Hole, as it was known,
was a small space at the north end of the Tolbooth Kirk [Figure 9].
These four churches were constructed inside St. Giles’ as a means of addressing the
different religious needs of the Edinburgh community. Each church offered a different
experience and gained a loyal following. The East Kirk, for example held services that
Rosalind Marshall characterizes as “dignified in manner and vaguely Episcopalian in style,”
while the Old Kirk, by contrast, was attractive to people who wanted a long sermon, almost
forty-five minutes in length, and were willing to “put up with the darkness and the
draughts of that ‘dungeon-like’ place of worship.”27 The differences in space offered a
distinctive experience for parishioners. These spaces would have functioned differently
from one another because of their size. Because the East Kirk was the largest of the four
spaces, the space would have been the lightest, allowing the members of the upper class to
be best seen during services.28 While the purpose of going to St. Giles’ was worship, the
ideas of social hierarchy and conforming to social status were not forgotten upon entering
the church. The darkness of the Old Kirk would have made the focus of the service not on
being seen but rather on the word of God, therefore being the ideal place for the most
devout of Calvinist Protestants. Each church offered commentary on one’s social status
because being pious was looked favorably upon by society, which meant that attending the
most rigorous service confirmed one’s devotion to the church.

Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People 105.
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The changes made in St. Giles’ reflect an understanding and response to the needs of
the congregation, which were not present at St. Patrick’s. This is perhaps reflective of
Dublin’s hesitance towards Protestantism in comparison to Edinburgh’s enthusiasm.
Instead of a growing congregation, St. Patrick’s faced an ever-diminishing group of
followers. As St. Giles’ gained importance and value in its community, St. Patrick’s became a
neglected space. The neglect at St. Patrick’s is well documented: it is noted, for example,
that in 1635 the nave was left open to the elements because the congregation was not big
enough to justify fixing it.29 The issue was that large architectural projects, such as roof
repair, required the support from the clergy and the gentry; because of the small
congregation at St. Patrick’s, however, there were not enough funds to rebuild the damaged
areas. The roof of St. Patrick’s continued to deteriorate until the 1660’s when it was rebuilt
in two stages and supports such as buttresses and battlements were added to the exterior
of the cathedral.
The largest architectural changes that took place at St. Patrick’s were because of
practical rather than liturgical needs.

Changes to the Choir
With the Reformation, the central focus of a protestant church was redirected from
the choir to the pulpit because the minister was required to be seen and heard throughout
the entire service.30 Dublin and Edinburgh addressed the choir’s change in status in two
Michael O'Neill, "Architecture from the Reformation to 1800," in St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, eds. John Crawford and Raymond Gillespie (Dublin, Ireland: Four Courts Press
Limited, 2009b). 221.
30 Spicer, 'Laudianism' in Scotland? St Giles' Cathedral, Edinburgh, 1633-39: A Reappraisal,
95-108. 97.
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different ways. Because St. Giles’ converted completely to a Protestant cathedral, the choir
became useless space. The choir was where High Mass was performed and although Mass
was still a part of Protestant services, it was no longer the central aspect of the liturgy. The
sermon, delivered by the minister, was now the focus and it was necessary for the minister
to be easily heard and visible at his pulpit. What was once a splendid space with a “very
ornate reredos…with carved or painted or gilded scenes from the life of Christ”31 became
part of the East Kirk. The screen and high altar were quickly removed in 1560 because
they were seen as unnecessary extravagances in the worship of the Word of God.
This removal of the high altar created a problem for the congregation of St. Giles’,
however. Before the Reformation, congregants who committed crimes and sins in the eyes
of the church were forced to stand next to the high altar during services in penitential
robes in order to acknowledge and atone for their sins. When the traditional place of
penitence was removed, the clergy put in place wooden pillars of repentance where
penitents would stand in linen or sackcloth for morning services for several Sundays.32 It is
not documented if these pillars of penitence were located within each of the four churches
inside St. Giles’, but there was at least one such set inside the East Kirk.
The communion table was also affected by the dismantling of the choir and high
altar inside St. Giles’. The Eucharist, important to Catholic liturgy, was held on the high altar
inside the choir, effectively closing it off, physically and visually, from the congregation.
Pre-Reformation communion was something an average congregant received once or twice
in their lifetime, thus the Eucharist was only seen as necessary for the clergy. In
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Protestantism, however, communion was a collective event, “with the whole congregation
seated around a huge table”33 in order to recreate the Last Supper. Before the division of St.
Giles’ into four smaller churches, there were six long communion tables placed within the
nave on communion days. When the church was subdivided into four churches, this
practice was not feasible, but there remained at least one table inside each of the churches.
St. Patrick’s, on the other hand, did very little to transform its choir after the
Reformation. Although St. Patrick’s removed its relics and other religious images after
Henry VIII’s mandate for church reform in 1537, the choir of the cathedral was left
untouched. One of the few documented changes to the choir took place in 1634 when the
Earl of Cork funded the raising repaving of the choir.34 The reason for the repaving of the
choir was practical rather than liturgical, however. The Dublin cathedral was built on lowlying ground near a river which was prone to flooding the ground around it, including St.
Patrick’s. The flooding was most notable in the choir, and the archbishop of Dublin
recorded that it was “constantly drowned in water;”35 this was an issue not least because
the communion table was located in the choir. It is clear that the Earl of Cork paid for the
alterations to the choir for the purpose of keeping the communion table and high altar dry.
In the 1660’s the choir was raised up yet again, this time with the addition of checkered
flooring. This new change to the choir made the space even more distinct from the rest of
the church, highlighting the choir’s importance to Mass, a clear contradiction with the
Protestant ideal of hearing the Word of God being placed above the performance of the
Mass. There is no documentation that the screen in St. Patrick’s was removed, as it had
Dunbar, The Historic Architecture of Scotland, 268
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been in Edinburgh. This screen would have separated the choir from the rest of the church,
in keeping in line with the pre-Reformation tradition of compartmentalization of space. The
congregation continued to fund the separation of clergy and laity, thus promoting a church
hierarchy that Protestantism hoped to abolish. If St. Patrick’s was really willing to convert
to Protestantism, like Edinburgh, the choir would have been repurposed. Instead, the
Dublin Cathedral left the choir as a separate area and beautified it as if preparing to convert
back to Catholicism at the earliest possible moment.

Destruction of Altars
An integral part of the Pre-Reformation church was the creation of altars. Not only
were they a sign of piety among the congregation, altars were also a large source of
revenue for the clergy. In addition to the high altar, the holiest of all the altars within the
cathedral, congregants were invited to pay for the construction of new side altars
throughout the church. These altars were often funded by guilds or wealthy individuals and
used for the devotion of a patron saint. The purpose of the altar was to ensure that the
patron (or patrons) would be allowed into heaven after their death, and to improve the
likelihood of that, Masses were celebrated in their honor. Members of the clergy were paid
to perform Mass at these personal altars up to multiple times a day, providing a continuous
source of income for the church. After the Reformation, these altars were condemned as
idolatrous and were meant to be immediately removed from all Protestant churches.
At St. Giles’ before the Reformation, the commission and use of altars was extremely
prevalent: side altars were found all along the nave and at the crossing as well. Stone walls
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partitioned some of the altars while others were separated by curtains.36 These altars were
in use constantly, with priests saying Mass on a rotating basis throughout the cathedral. By
the time of John Knox’s return to Scotland in 1560, there were almost fifty altars inside the
cathedral, each richly decorated for the glorification of a patron saint. As seen in Figure 5?,
these altars were throughout the body of the church and were dedicated to a variety of
saints. These altars would have varied in size, but “were usually made of stone, with the flat
slab known as the mensa carried on a solid masonry base, on small piers, or possibly
cantilevered out from a wall.”37 This meant that throughout the nave and aisles of St. Giles,
the altars jutted out into the church and changed the way the space would have been
experienced. Depending on one’s position in the nave, St. Giles’ may have seemed closed off
and disjointed because of all the divisions inside its walls. Interestingly, these altars were
not necessarily decorated with local items. Many Scottish merchants regularly brought
back altarpieces, vestments, and other religious items from France and Flanders.38 These
decorations gave the side altars a sumptuous air that, although it did not match that of the
high altar, was common in Pre-Reformation churches.
After Knox and the Scottish Protestants took over St. Giles’, one of the first steps to
“de-Romanize” the space was the removal of these altars. Because Protestantism no longer
emphasized the Mass as a key part of worship, the altars became redundant space. They
epitomized the excessive luxury associated with the corruption of the Catholic Church.
These altars were quickly dismantled throughout St. Giles’ in an effort to conform to the
minimalist expectations of Knox. Not only were the relics and items located within the
Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People 32.
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altars removed, but also the walls and curtains used to divide them were demolished. With
the removal of these altars, out went the emphasis on the good works as a means for
redemption, the prayers for the dead, and most importantly the intercession of the Virgin
Mary and other saints.39 What was once a collection of small spaces along the body of the
church was transformed into an open space that would be better suited to amplify the voice
of the preacher during services. There was no uncertainty about the importance of
Protestantism in Edinburgh in the eyes of John Knox, who called for the removal of the
altars. In Knox’s opinion, any remnants of Catholicism would be a distraction and
obstruction in the progress of the Protestant community.
There may have also been a practical reason for the dismantling of the side altars
within the Scottish cathedral. The early removal of the altars made way for the larger
architectural changes that would take place within the Edinburgh Cathedral. St. Giles’
began to divide its interior space starting in 1562, an alteration that required much
planning. By removing the altars quickly from the interior of St. Giles’, a more cohesive
floor plan presented itself to the builders of the dividing wall. In addition, it also made it
clearer to the builders how they could best divide the cathedral into the East and Old Kirk,
the first major transformation to the cathedral. The walls and curtains that sectioned off
each of the side altars could have made it difficult to visualize the best way to create two
new churches, but by demolishing them the interior walls of St. Giles’ were returned to
their most basic and rudimentary form.
St. Patrick’s was no different from St. Giles’ in the use of side altars. While the high
altar of St. Patrick’s was the primary focus of the building, “various other side altars and
39
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chapels were dedicated…each becoming a site of further liturgical action.”40 Unlike St. Giles’
however, there is no documented destruction of these altars. It is possible that the side
altars in Dublin were simply abandoned, rather than demolished after the mandate to
reform in 1537, but this seems unlikely given the lack of change to the rest of the cathedral.
In addition, the cathedral’s quick embrace of Mary Tudor’s restoration of Catholicism is
another indication that the side altars and chapels continued to be used. More notably, the
high altar was not removed from St. Patrick’s. This is documented by the fact that in 1556,
when the Earl of Sussex entered the cathedral for a service he was “greeted at the church
door and proceeded towards the high altar.”41 The high altar appears to have remained a
staple inside the Dublin cathedral: in the seventeenth century new rails, banisters, and a
new communion table were placed around the high altar in the choir.42 The high altar was
emphasized and mark off as the holiest place within the cathedral, with raised steps and
decorative flooring, as illustrated in Figure 12. This emphasis on beautifying the altar is in
stark contrast to the Protestant belief that the Word of God is more valuable than the
performance of Mass. By not removing the high altar, and presumably the side altars, St.
Patrick’s did not align itself completely with the Protestant movement in the way that St.
Giles’ did.
The architectural alterations at St. Patrick’s and St. Giles’ after the introduction of
Protestantism reflect the community’s relationship to Protestantism. For St. Giles’,
Protestantism was their unquestionable future and their division of space reflected their
Allan J. Fletcher, "Liturgy and Music in the Medieval Cathedral," in St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, eds. John Crawford and Raymond Gillespie (Dublin, Ireland: Four Courts Press
Limited, 2009). 136.
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understanding that their path was set. St. Patrick’s, however, refused to make the same
concrete commitment. Instead of dividing their space, the Dublin church let spaces go to
ruin and only sectioned them off when an outside group required space. It is through these
small refusals, such as preserving the choir, that Dublin made its allegiance to its Catholic
past known and continued to subtly refute the English government’s imposition of
Protestantism.
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Chapter 2:
Interior Decoration After the Protestant Reformation

Interior church decoration was as vital to the religious experience as was the
physical architecture of the building. While the architecture of a church informed people as
to how to move around the space, it was the sculpture, fabric, and religious objects inside
that contributed most to the splendor of Catholic worship. The Gothic churches of St. Giles’
and St. Patrick’s were awe-inspiring and formidable buildings but their interior decoration
is what brought them to life. Inside each of the churches were yards of velvet, silk, and
damask while sitting on the altars were pounds of precious metal and stone. The
sumptuous interiors of churches like St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s at the start of the
Reformation fueled the Protestant belief of corruption inside the Catholic Church. St. Giles’
fully embraced Calvinism, completely redesigning the interior decoration to align with the
new Calvinist liturgy. St. Patrick’s, on the other hand, held on as best it could to the
extravagance of Catholicism as a means to refute its imposed conversion.

St. Giles Before the Reformation
Before the Reformation, the interior of St. Giles’ would have been a sensory overload
of painted statues, sumptuous fabrics, and objects made of precious metals and jewels.
Throughout the cathedral, for example, were brightly painted sculptures of saints and
figures known as Green Men. The Green Man was a sculpture “showing foliage sprouting
from the mouth of a head which was sometimes human, sometimes cat-like” and had its
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roots “traced back to Roman times, after which it was adopted as a Christian symbol
representing revival and regeneration.”43 In addition, there are formerly painted roof
bosses from this time also found inside St. Giles’. They continue the flora motif and depict a
variety of foliage and flowers, perhaps reiterating the Green Man’s message of regeneration
and revival. Tucked into niches along the walls of the church were brightly colored images
of saints, a constant reminder of what it meant to be a good Christian. Even the pillars
inside St. Giles’ were painted brightly before the Reformation. During nineteenth-century
conservation work, it was discovered that the pillars at the east end of the church
contained layer upon layer of red, blue and green paint.44 By painting the pillars, and
perhaps other interior walls, St. Giles’ would be highlighting its vast wealth as a religious
institution as well as its dedication to God. To continually have the pillars repainted, as the
conservation team noted, would have been a costly venture because both pigment and
labor were not cheap45. Spending money on a beautification process, not essential to the
performance of Mass, would have been seen as an example of the church’s dedication to the
glory of God.
In order to celebrate the glory of God and the saints, members of St. Giles’
commissioned the construction of side altars throughout the church. These altars were
paid for by wealthy families or guilds in Edinburgh in order that a Mass be said in their
honor. The side altar dedicated to St. Eloi on behalf of the Incorporation of Hammermen of
Rosalind K. Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 10-11
No fewer than sixty-six of these Green Men still exist inside St. Giles’, some of them dating
from the fourteenth century as well as the fifteenth century.
44 The green paint was most likely added during the Reformation, as it was part of the
traditional color scheme for Protestant churches. It is believed by the conservation team on
the project that the red and blue came earlier, most likely from its medieval periods.
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Edinburgh, for example, was lavishly decorated during the first half of the sixteenth
century. Although the altar was made of wood, it was covered with a red and green cloth
with silver crests on the green frontal piece. To protect the altar from dust, a large canopy
trimmed with lace hung above the altar and the heavy curtains at either side were changed
to suit the seasons of the Church year.46 This meant that the Incorporation of Hammermen
of Edinburgh purchased not one, but six different sets of curtains for their altar. Most
important to the altar, however, was the statue of St. Eloi, which was presumably made of
carved and painted wood.47 There were also wooden angels placed at each corner of the
altar in addition to the tabernacle, silver vessels for wine and water, and corporal made of
red silk and gold thread. The St. Eloi altar was one of many inside St. Giles’ and although
there is little documentation that remains as to what they looked like, it is reasonable to
assume that St. Eloi’s altar was typical of side altars inside the Edinburgh church. If that is
the case, St. Giles’ would have been very crowded by 1560 when there were over fifty side
altars inside the church (see Figure 5 for the location of St. Eloi altar before the
Reformation).
In addition to the major saints such as Mary or St. Anne, the Edinburgh cathedral
also contained altars dedicated to saints with a connection to Scotland. For example, there
was an altar dedicated to St. Andrew, the patron saint of Scotland, as well as one dedicated
to St. Kentigern, or Mungo, the patron saint of Glasgow. Although there were altars to
Scottish Saints, that did not mean they were decorated with items from Scotland. Because
many of the altars were built by guilds, traders, and merchants, it was common for these
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men to bring back religious objects from their travels on the continent. The pieces most
frequently brought back were altarpieces, tapestries, and statues because they were easy to
carry and store on the long journey back to Scotland. The interior of the Edinburgh
cathedral would have been a blend of artistic styles; a reflection of Catholic faith
throughout Europe. While the majority of the altars were dedicated to the saints, St. Giles’
also had three altars dedicated to important symbols of Christianity: The Holy Cross altar,
immediately to the left of the high altar; The Holy Blood Altar, near the north door; and the
Trinity Altar in St. Catherine’s Aisle.48 Altars such as these, no doubt, would have been
decorated far more lavishly than that of St. Eloi because of their religious significance.
The most important altar inside St. Giles’ was the High Altar. Located in the choir,
the High Altar was the holiest place inside the church49. It was visually obstructed from the
rest of the church by a very ornate reredos, or screen, which was carved and painted with
scenes from the life of Christ. Much like the St. Eloi altar, the High Altar was covered by a
canopy to protect its valuable objects from falling dust and ash. The stone altar was
covered in a piece of tapestry that was washed regularly with a special sponge bought for
the sole purpose of cleaning the altar. The Eucharist, an elaborate tabernacle that housed
the reserved sacrament, stood on the altar. Although it no longer exists, Marshall describes
it as being made of silver gilt and weighing seven pounds, two ounces. The Eucharist was
set with a sapphire and two pearls as well as other precious and semi-precious stones. Four
gold bells, a heart set with pearls, as well as a gold bell that was detailed with blue enamel
also decorated the Eucharist. In addition, there was a smaller gold heart, a great cross with
48Marshall,
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three pearls, a little cross with three pearls, and finally an image of the Virgin Mary. In
addition to the Eucharist, the High Altar also housed a cross, two cruets, a chalice, a paten, a
spoon, two candlesticks, two censers and a vessel in the shape of boat for incense, all of
which were made of silver.50 These items would have created a shining centerpiece for
Catholic worship, adding to the mystery and awe of the Mass. The use of precious metals
and stones was justified by citing Scripture, such as Exodus 35:4-9 “Let everyone that is
willing and hath a ready heart offer them to the Lord: gold, and silver, and brass…and
precious stones….”51 The English bishops in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries even made
an effort to insure that all parishes had at least one silver chalice.
In addition to the items used during services, the High Altar was also the location of
St. Giles’ reliquary. Brought back from France in the 1450’s, St. Giles’ church was gifted an
arm bone that was believed to be from the body of St. Giles.52 The relic was retrieved by Sir
William Preston, a wealthy land owner in town; he made the venture on his own initiative
and at his own expense with the understanding that the relic would add significant value to
the church. To house such a precious object, the church had an elaborate reliquary built.
Made of gold and weighing five pounds, three and a half ounces, the reliquary was in the
shape of an arm and a hand. It was set with forty pearls and seventeen other precious
stones and even had a diamond ring on the little finger. The elaborate reliquary would have
been kept from the majority of the congregation, and brought out only on important
religious days such as St. Giles’ Feast Day, September 1. Having such an object in its
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possession made St. Giles’ an important religious site in Scotland while also highlighting the
church’s monetary wealth.
Because the reliquary with St. Giles’ arm was rarely removed from inside the church,
the Edinburgh cathedral also had an almost life-sized statue of the saint. It was vividly
painted and dressed in real clothes.53 The statue’s most notable item of clothing was its
cloak of crimson velvet trimmed with gold. These clothes had to be made especially for the
almost life-sized statue and would have required extensive care. The statue was repainted
every year just in time for St. Giles’ Feast Day, a costly venture but also a sign of the
church’s continual dedication to the patron saint of Edinburgh. On the feast day, the statue
of St. Giles would be taken from the church and paraded through town in its finest clothes
and cloak.
Clothing was just as important to religious ceremony in Catholicism as were the
objects used during a service. The clothing the clergy wore, known as vestments, needed to
reflect the prominence of the church in which they preached. St. Giles’, for example, had
multiple sets of vestments, each with its own time and place to be worn. Church vestments
consisted not just of a simple robe, but rather a collection of clothing. First came the alb, a
long white garment with longs sleeves that was held by a cord known as a cincture. Worn
over that was the stole, a sign of preaching authority that hung around the neck. On top of
that was the chasuble, a tabard-shaped robe.54 The best set of vestments was made of cloth
of gold, but other sets were made of clothing far more beautiful than sack cloth. There were
also vestments made of red velvet, black velvet, blue velvet, white damask, and silver and
Unfortunately, this statue no longer exists for it was thrown in a lake and then burned
during the height of religious conflict in July 1558.
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green damask.55 They were all elaborately trimmed with gold and silver braid and
intricately embroidered with various religious images. According to tradition, “white was
for liturgies honoring the Virgin Mary, other important virgin saints, and major feasts such
as Easter, Corpus Christi, and Christmas,”56 while red was often worn for Pentecost and the
feasts of the Holy Cross, Apostles, and martyrs. Interestingly, black vestments were the
least common for a church to possess because they were costly. The black vestments at St.
Giles’ most likely would have been worn during funerals, Masses for the dead, and on All
Souls Day. The color of the clergy’s vestments would set the mood for the entire service,
reminding churchgoers what time of year it was as well as who they should be praying to.
Much like the clergy’s vestments, other fabric objects, such as the altar cloth and
banners, were also changed to match the religious occasion at St. Giles’. These additional
visual queues only added to the splendor of Catholic services inside St. Giles’. The altar
cloth, for example, was viewed as a sign of respect for the holy table. It was typically a
“throw-over” textile which covered all four sides of the altar and hung in folds at the
corners.57 This throw-over was most likely not changed very often; only the frontal was
regularly replaced. The frontal was a much smaller piece of fabric that was generally
stretched on a frame and placed in front of the altar. It was portable and therefore could be
changed with the liturgical seasons.58 Hanging from the edge of the altar, masking the
suspension of the frontal, was the frontlet. A church either owned a frontlet to match each
of the frontals, or owned a singular frontlet that worked with multiple frontals.
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The banners inside a church, much like the altar textiles, were changed and
displayed during different occasions. They were processional objects, meant to be carried
during feast days and other religious celebrations. When they were not in use, they were
often hung throughout the church, their detailed decorations adding to the splendor of
church interiors.

St. Patrick’s Before the Reformation
Although there is little surviving documentation about St. Patrick’s Cathedral in
Dublin, it is reasonable to assume that it was not much different from St. Giles’ before the
Reformation. Tucked into niches throughout the body of the church were statues of statues
of saints, painted and lifelike.59 They were carved mostly at the clerestory level as well as
in the trefoil-headed niches flanking the axial arcade arch.60 Much like St. Giles’, the Dublin
cathedral had a large statue of its patron saint which stood “in the nave in front of, or near,
the north pillar of the base of the holy cross.”61 St. Patrick’s also contained many side altars
before the Reformation.62 Although these altars are not as well documented as those at St.
Giles’, it is likely that they would have been decorated in a similar manner. Although its
exact location is unknown one side altar was dedicated to St. John the Evangelist and a
Mass was performed there every Wednesday. In addition, there was a chapel dedicated to
St. Stephen, located on the south side of the Lady Chapel; a chapel dedicated St. Peter,
which was opposite St. Stephen’s chapel; and a chapel dedicated to St. Michael, although its
Many of these sculptures no longer exist for they were destroyed after Henry VIII
enforced Protestantism in Ireland in 1537.
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location inside the nave is unclear.63 Endowed liturgies were celebrated at these altars, as
well as Masses on saints’ feast days. Instead of a reliquary for their patron saint, however,
St. Patrick’s was purported to house the well used by the saint to baptize the first Irish
converts. This stone-covered well, rather than a shiny, golden reliquary, is what brought
people from the city center to the church beside the River Poddle.
The High Altar at St. Patrick’s was like that of many Catholic churches, highly ornate.
Separated from the rest of the church, the High Altar was covered with a richly
embroidered cloth on which sat silver chalices and patens. In addition, there were multiple
altar pieces that were rotated, based on the liturgical time of year. As the building was
constructed to the grand scale of a European Cathedral, it was only fitting that the High
Altar would have been just as lavish.64 The high altar was located inside the large choir and
was situated at the eastern most end of the choir [Figure 10]. In addition to the high altar,
the choir contained a state seat, an archbishop’s throne, as well as choir stalls for each of
the prebendaries. These choir stalls were thickly carved wooden stalls, most likely from the
church’s medieval era, and had the name of each prebendary painted above his seat.65 Just
like its Scottish counterpart, the choir was separated from the rest of the church with a
large screen. The choir screen was richly carved and painted, providing both the clergy and
the lay people with a detailed rendering of the various religious scenes.
Before the Reformation, St. Patrick’s was one of the wealthiest churches in Ireland,
being more valuable than the archbishopric of Dublin and having three times the value of
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the next richest cathedral in Ireland.66 This wealth would have been expressed in the
purchasing of expensive items, such as bejeweled chalices or elaborate vestments. It is not
unreasonable to assume that the interior of St. Patrick’s would have appeared very similar
to that of St. Giles’. One of the surviving account books from 1509-1510 records payments
for new choir books, for gilding the chalices and patens, and for repairing the hoods for the
clergy. There was also payment for installing a new crucifix inside the rood screen.67 The
repairs for the vestments as well as the gilding of the chalices and patens were most likely
regular expenses, as they were items most frequently used and most frequently seen. To
have shabby clothing and Eucharist would reflect poorly on the Dublin cathedral.

Protestant Decoration
The Reformation in Ireland and Scotland was Anglican and Calvinist in nature,
respectively. This implies a specific set of rules and expectations about worship as well as
the use of images and decoration. John Calvin, born in France in 1509, spent most of his life
preaching in Geneva, Switzerland. He was a strong believer in predestination, a stark
contrast to the Catholic belief of salvation through repentance. By 1535, Geneva had
already abolished all religious art, believing that the making of images is primarily a
misunderstanding of the essence of God.68 In Calvin’s ideology, God was omnipotent and
great, but immeasurably distant from His followers.69 By creating images in God’s name,
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Catholics were creating a ‘corrupted cult’ that worshiped ‘image miracles’ as well as the
cult of saints’ relics.70 It was Calvin’s desire to return to the simplicity of religious forms
and rites of the first Christians; it was common for Protestants to use John 4:24, “God is a
spirit; and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth,” as a
rationalization for the rejection of religious images.71 Calvin did speak rather infrequently
about the use of religious images, but when he did he was very clear “…men should not
paint nor carve anything but such as can be seen with the eye; so that God’s majesty, which
is too exalted for human sight, may not be corrupted.”72
Interestingly, Calvin was not entirely against the use of images, but just those which
attempted to represent what was not visible to the human eye. In addition, the images
themselves were not the condemnable part of Catholicism, but rather the worship of those
images. Images had to be destroyed for they were, in Calvinist ideology, “inevitably
substituted the things of creation for the creator, which is the essence of idolatry.”73 It was
the confusion of the image of the saint for the actual holy being that Calvin fought against.
Saint statues, for example, were seen as idolatrous for they were worshiped as if they were
the saints themselves rather than just a statue. Calvin states that “some ornaments
consistent with divine worship are not useless In the church if they incline the faithful to
practice holy things with humility, devotion and worship.”74
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There were few items that were allowed to stay inside former Catholic churches
after the Reformation. In many cases, stained glass windows were allowed to remain inside
converted churches. Although the windows often depicted the life and miracles of Christ
and the saints, Calvin recognized that these images were not worshiped, and therefore,
were allowed to remain.75 Stained glass windows were seen as an inspirational tool, a
reminder of the virtues of piety. Tablets with inscriptions from the Bible were also seen as
appropriate in the eyes of the Reformation for they were a reminder of the Scripture, for
they had the “Law of God in writing”76 for all to read. All other forms of decoration in
newly converted Calvinist churches were to be removed or destroyed. The first items that
were to be destroyed were those famed for miracles, or the most famous works, for the
Calvinists wanted to show that even the greatest idols were defenseless against a true
religion.

Decoration in Protestant St. Giles’
While iconoclasm was rampant during the Reformation, the ways in which it
affected Scotland and Ireland were quite different. Edinburgh fully embraced the
Reformation in the first half of the sixteenth century. Even before John Knox’s return to
Scotland in 1560, Edinburgh Protestants began to retaliate against the excessive luxury of
Catholicism. There was a documented revolt in 1558 where Protestants stormed St. Giles’
Cathedral and removed the life-size statue of the patron saint. It was carried to the edge of
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town and thrown into the Nor Loch, North Lake, in an attempt to deface its holy
association. When the Protestant rebels realized throwing the statue into the lake would
not achieve their goal, they fished the statue out of the water and burned it.77 This type of
iconoclasm, while seen as sacrilegious and a heinous act the time, was only a tiny precursor
to a much larger iconoclastic movement to come just two years later. When John Knox and
the Protestants took over St. Giles’ Cathedral in 1560, the new church council decided that
the ornaments and vestments, now redundant in Protestant liturgy, were to be distributed
among the leading members of the community for their security.78 Interestingly, these
items were not solely given to Catholics, for whom these items would have religious
importance, but rather James Barron, a Protestant, was given the very important Eucharist
while Thomas Macalzean received the reliquary with St. Giles’ arm bone.
Not long after, however, the church council made the decision that the church silver
and vestments should be sold and that the proceeds of the sales be put towards the work
necessary to convert St. Giles’ into a Protestant church. The council recalled all the items
that were placed in the community and most were returned quickly. There were
exceptions, most notably, the silver chalice and other ornaments of the Holy Blood altar
were not returned until 1561. Even more unbelievably, the cloth that hung on the back of
the altar was still unaccounted for by 1569. The slow return of these objects could be
attributed to their religious significance, but it is more likely that they were kept because of
the wealth and status they brought to their keeper’s household. It was a great honor to be
trusted with such valuable objects, and to have to return them would mean that honor
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would no longer be visible. The items made of brass, such as the lectern and a few
decorative pillars, were sold to the highest bidder, Adam Fullerton, the revenue
presumably going towards church repair. The original plan for the brass lectern and pillars,
however, was that they were to be smelted down into artillery and given to the town.79 It is
clear that the money the lectern and pillars could bring was of more value to the newly
Protestant St. Giles’, which needed vast funds to in order to complete its impressive
reorganization.
The other interior furnishings for St. Giles’ cathedral were also rapidly removed
after 1560. The fact that the “furnishings…in carved wood and stone, in painting,
embroidery, and metal works…” were wiped out so quickly and efficiently is “unparalleled
in Europe.”80 All fifty of the side altars inside St. Giles’ were dismantled in the years
immediately following the Reformation which meant that every piece of silver or velvet
had to be either given away or sold. The windows inside St. Giles’s, which were not made of
stained glass as they are today but most likely grisaille, were left untouched. This was most
likely to avoid the cost of having to replace the large quantities of glass. The only
documented costs spent on the windows were not enough to cover the replacement of
entire windows, but rather just enough to pay for the replacement of broken panes.81 When
panes in the grisaille did break, however, they were replaced with plain glass; this would
have allowed for the slow removal of old glass as well as more natural light inside the now
divided church interior.
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The lavishly carved and painted choir stalls were also removed form the Edinburgh
cathedral. Instead of being destroyed in a similar manner to the St. Giles’ statue, they were
moved into the Tolbooth just behind the church and used as seating inside Parliament. It is
reasonable to assume that the choir stalls were saved for a reason of practicality rather
than to demonstrate sympathy for their Catholic past; instead of relocating them down the
High Street at Holyrood Abbey, where Catholic services were taking place, the church
chapter opted to repurpose the massive stalls for secular use. Donating the stalls to
Holyrood may have seemed to condone the luxurious tendencies of Catholicism that the
Protestants were openly condemning. By giving the stalls to Tolbooth, the church chapter
not only ensured that they were not condoning Catholic excesses, but also repurposed what
was essentially a practical piece of furniture.
As mentioned above, the interior of St. Giles’ was repainted after the Reformation.
The formerly red and blue pillars were whitewashed and painted green. This was the trend
throughout the majority of the church building, conforming to the stark color pallet of
Northern European Protestant churches. In addition, all altarpieces or other painted
images were removed and replaced with texts of the Lord’s Prayer and the Ten
Commandments. The texts were painted prominently on walls of the church, a visual
reminder that the Scripture was the guiding moral light. This was in line with Calvinist
teachings that churches “ought to have sentences on the walls like pictures.”82 The only real
sense of luxury inside St. Giles’ after the Reformation was the royal loft inside the Old Kirk.
The royal loft, unlike the rest of the church, was intricately carved and gilded with gold
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leaf.83 This must have been allowable as it was meant for King James VI’s use only, and
would not have been used on a regular basis. The other newly constructed lofts inside the
church were painted the same green as the pillars to which they were attached. Even as the
interior space inside the Edinburgh church was divided to create four smaller spaces, the
new walls were whitewashed and painted green.84 This unifying color scheme distinctly
separated St. Giles’ Catholic past from its Protestant present while also signaling that even
though the space defined four separate churches, they were together in one common goal.
The willingness of the church to part with its religious objects reveals much about
its opinion on the permanence of Protestantism in Scotland. Unlike its Irish counterpart, St.
Giles’ did not find it necessary to hold on to its Catholic past. Instead, it fully purged itself of
its lavish past and did as much as it could to obliterate any physical trace from its walls.
Although not widely discussed in current literature, this is most certainly indicative of the
social climate of the time.

Decoration in Protestant St. Patrick’s
In contrast to Edinburgh’s embrace of Protestantism, St. Patrick’s underwent very
little change after the Reformation. Although Ireland was officially a part of the British
Empire, it did not readily welcome British influence. In 1537, shortly after Henry VIII broke
with Catholicism and formed the Church of England, British commissioners were sent to
Ireland to confiscate all unnecessary religious items from all churches. St. Patrick’s was
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mandated to remove all its images and relics. The Dublin cathedral was so slow in
removing its statues of various saints that it was eventually forced to.85 When the
commissioners returned, this time for the reliquaries and jewels, the chapter of St. Patrick’s
had already hidden the church’s best items. By hiding these items from what was
presumably the same fate as the religious items at St. Giles’, the dean and chapter of St.
Patrick’s were making a statement about their views on Protestantism. With the death of
Edward VI came the rise of Mary Tudor, a devout Catholic, and the reinstatement of
Catholicism as the national religion. In 1556 and 1556, St. Patrick’s spent money on new
vestments, including those made of cloth of gold, damask, and red velvet. While St. Giles’
was purging itself of such items, the Ireland cathedral was purchasing three new crucifixes,
thuribles, as well as an Irish gilt staff.86 These purchases were reflective of the chapter’s
belief that Catholicism was going to last. Unfortunately, Mary Tudor’s reign did not last
long, for by 1560 Elizabeth I was queen and with her Protestantism returned as the
national religion.
Under the new Protestant queen, St. Patrick’s experienced the same religious
purging as St. Giles, although without the marked enthusiasm. Official orders had to be
given to enact change in the Dublin cathedral for the majority of the clerical chapter at the
time were still Catholic. These men had been appointed by Mary Tudor during her short
reign as queen and the appointment was for a lifetime.87 Because England was embracing
Protestantism more readily than Ireland, the appointment of Catholic chapter members
was an effort by Mary Tudor to keep Catholicism alive in at least one part of her domain.
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The Catholic chapter members, however, began dying only ten years after their
appointment, and slowly changes were affected inside the cathedral. Orders were given to
repaint the walls of St. Patrick’s. Instead of “pictures of ‘popish fancies,’ there were to be
texts of Scripture on the walls”88 By removing these images and painting Scripture in their
place, the Dublin cathedral aligned itself with Protestant aesthetics. It was a sign that the
English monarchy believed that the Catholic past of the church was gone, visually wiped
out from the face of the building. There is little documentation about the Protestant St.
Patrick’s Cathedral, partially because floods and other natural disasters destroyed the
records. There was also a time when St. Patrick’s was dismantled as a religious institution
altogether and used for secular purposes.
By 1632, however, St. Patrick’s Cathedral was re-consecrated as a church, under the
Church of Ireland liturgy. The Church of Ireland was meant to be much like the Church of
England: Protestant in nature with the English monarch at its head. It was during this time
that St. Patrick’s Cathedral began incorporating objects that would have been seen as
“popish” during the height of decorative purging. Perhaps most interesting was the family
tomb erected by Richard Boyle, Earl of Cork [Figure 13]. In 1632, Boyle was given a grant to
construct his family’s tomb at “the upper end of the choir of the chancel” and by the end of
the year the monument was in place.89 From contemporary descriptions that survive, the
finished monument was have stood behind the high altar at the division between the choir
and the Lady Chapel. This location is mentioned in a letter from Lord Deputy Wentworth to
Archbishop Laud in 1634 claiming that the tomb was placed where the altar stood and the
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painting of the Ten Commandments had been removed to make way for it.90 Soon after that
letter, the tomb was dismantled and relocated to its current position at the west end of the
nave. Its move was justified as necessary because the structure focused the attention of
worshippers on the monument rather than on the liturgy.
Although the structure was eventually moved, the allotting of the grant as well as
the approval of the design hint at a drastic shift in church’s supposed Protestant belief
system. Such a massive monument would have been seen as excessive in Protestant eyes,
and the removal of the Ten Commandments to make way would have been viewed as
sacrilegious. The Dublin Cathedral continued to reinstate lavish items throughout the
seventeenth century. In 1635, for example, brand new communion silver was purchased.
While this might not seem unusual in that communion was still a part of Protestant
services, the purchase was odd because it was the brother of the cathedral dean who
requested it. Because it was a request from a lay person, it seems unlikely that the silver
was purchased as a necessity. Vanity was highly frowned upon in Protestant society, and
the use of silver would have been seen as lavish. Although the entire community was meant
to take part of the communion, to sit down and drink wine and eat bread like the Apostles
at the Last Supper, the use of silver chalices and plates for the entire community would not
have been possible. It was more common for the communion table to be set with basic cups
and plates, keeping in mind Christ’s humble roots. The new silver would have contradicted
with those ideals.
St. Patrick’s continued to remodel and redecorate the interior of the church, but
unlike the Scottish cathedral, it did not stick to the Protestant color scheme. The Dublin
90
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church retiled the choir in a black and white checkered flooring, distinguishing the altar
from the rest of church and giving it a rather appealing appearance.91 The chapter
continued to invest funds in the beautification of the choir and have the ceiling above it
painted differently from the rest of the building: azure and inlaid with gilded stars. In
addition, cherubim heads were painted and gilded and located over the vaulting capitals.92
This decoration was in stark contrast with the Protestant ideal of modesty and muted color
palette. In comparison to St. Giles’, St. Patrick’s appeared as though it was hardly affected
by the Reformation.
There was a complicated refusal of the Protestant liturgy; the Irish church did the
bare minimum required of them and slowly reinstated their Catholic artistic traditions. In
1661, for example, St. Patrick’s consecrated twelve bishops in a lavish ceremony that
required some modifications to the church.93 In order to prepare for the ceremony,
communion rails as well as choir stalls were added to the interior of the church. By
reinstalling these items, items no longer needed in Protestant liturgy, St. Patrick’s redefined
itself closer to Catholic practice than the traditional Protestant. In addition, when the
French Huguenots came to the church looking for a place to worship, they were given their
own space rather than being invited to join the congregation.94 This decision to separate
from the larger church potentially speaks to a dissatisfaction with the current religious
practices of the well established cathedral.
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The differences in the start of their formation as Protestant churches had a drastic
effect on the way the effects of the Reformation on St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s. The Catholic
tradition of St. Patrick’s was so deeply rooted in its identity that an outside force enforcing
a new religion naturally created conflict. The frequent changes in national religion, or one
monarch’s greater tolerance than another for religious dissent, allowed for Catholic
tendencies to remain in Ireland. This was in direct contrast to what happened at St. Giles’ in
Edinburgh. The Reformation in Scotland happened under a Catholic queen but it was
started by the people rather than a monarch. The Scottish cathedral was taken by force by
the Protestants and willingly given up by the monarchy with an understanding of tolerance.
Because their beginnings as Protestant churches were so different, it is natural that St.
Giles’ and St. Patrick’s aligned themselves within Protestantism very differently. Their
decorative histories are reflective of the communities’ embrace or reluctance of the
instituted faith.
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Chapter 3:
The Role of the Laity after the Reformation

The two proceeding chapters have discussed the physical aspects of St. Giles’ and St.
Patrick’s, but have mostly left out the participation of laity. This chapter will discuss how
the architecture and the interior furnishings after the Reformation shaped the role of the
laity in Protestant worship. The buildings that were once used for lavish Catholic services
were required to accommodate a drastically different liturgy that had different
expectations of its congregation. The aim of this chapter is to bring to light the differences
in the congregation’s experience inside St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s after the Reformation and
argue that St. Patrick’s, while officially Protestant, did not change the participation of the
laity to match Protestant standards.
Before the Reformation, the laity had a very specific role to play within the religious
services. Active participation that was expected of every churchgoer at the time, but that
did not necessarily mean the congregation understood its role. As Mitchel explains,
“medieval lay participants ‘understood’ the liturgy with their bodies”95 rather than from
their minds. Because services were performed in Latin, only the most educated were able
to understand what was being said throughout the service. The majority of the
congregation were only able to understand the service through the use of visual cues, such
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as the elevation of the Host, but the remainder of the service remained a mystery.96 It was
during the Reformation that the church took a concerted effort with to create an “informed,
educated, well-catechized people who understand, intellectually, the significance of the
Church’s public, ritual actions.”97 The shift in the participatory requirements of the laity
was reflected in the changes to the space and decoration of churches. After the
Reformation, the participation of the laity changed the understanding of clerical and lay
space. Under the new Protestant liturgy, the congregation was expected to participate in
the Mass fully, there was not supposed to be separation between clergy and laity. This
ideological shift is reflected in the physical transformation of both St. Giles and St. Patrick’s.
The Reformation not only had an effect on the physical space of both churches, but
also on how people experience those spaces. Milner argues in the book The Senses and the
English Reformation that Reformers, in their shunning of visual splendor, “sought to
construct a religion was austere, internalized, and above all intellectual.”98 These
architectural and decorative changes altered the experience inside both St. Giles’ and St.
Patrick’s but in different ways. This chapter will argue that there was a transition from the
sensory experience to the intellectual experience inside St. Giles where as St. Patrick’s
retained many of its sensory markers and its elements of exclusion.

William D. Maxwell 1955 A History of Worship in the Church of Scotland. The Baird
Lectures, 1953. London; New York: Oxford University Press. 38.
97 Mitchel, Reforms, Protestant and Catholic. 310.
98 Matthew Milner. 2011. The Sense and the English Reformation. Surrey, England: Ashgate
Publishing Limited. 2.
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St. Giles’ Cathedral
Of the two churches, St. Giles’ underwent the most dramatic physical transformation
during the Reformation. There was a change in the understanding of the church in
Scotland during the mid-sixteenth century; churches were “regarded in Scotland not as
shrines but rather as meeting places for God’s people when they come to worship God
together.”99 This change in ideology is reflected in the architectural changes inside the
cathedral. Before the Reformation, the interior of St. Giles’ followed architectural
convention and contained a nave, transept and side aisles. There was a flow throughout the
space that encouraged churchgoers to come in and ambulate around the many side altars
and chapels. The interior space of the church was designed to allow a natural progression
through the building, entering from west and making one’s way up side aisle, around the
back of the choir, and back down the other side aisle. This easy movement throughout the
space was drastically altered by the Reformation because with the new walls the interior
space was interrupted and any natural flow was impeded. As early as 1562, the west end of
the nave was divided in order to make the new parliament and court building, the Outer
Tolbooth [Figure 6]. By separating part of the original church space, not only the footprint
of the building changed but so did the feeling of being inside it.
The alterations to the floor plan of the Edinburgh church continued to limit the
once-natural movement throughout the space. Beginning in the 1580’s St. Giles’ was slowly
transformed from one giant shrine into four meeting places. When the body of the church
Duncan B. Forrester. eds 2006 “The Reformed Tradition in Scotland” In The Oxford
History of Christian Worship. Edited by Geoffrey Wainwright and Karen B. Westerfield
Tucker. New York, New York: Oxford University Press. 481.
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was divided into two separate churches around 1580, the partition wall was built between
the chancel from the crossing and the nave.100 This was the first truly drastic change to the
floor plan of St. Giles’ because it was now physically impossible to ambulate around the
entire building. There was no longer a moment of awe upon entering St. Giles’ because the
interior space was separated by heavy stone walls. Instead of entering St. Giles’ and
encountering rich fabrics and precious metal everywhere one looked, the interior was now
devoid of such visual splendor as well as made drastically smaller. It was impossible to
enter the church from the west end, as was customary, and look down the nave to the choir.
By the seventeenth century the interior was no longer just one open space but rather four
separate churches inside one exterior shell.101 These four separate churches would have
drastically changed the congregation’s religious experience. Instead of walking in through
the south entrance of the cathedral and seeing the many side altars throughout the nave
and the choir at the other end, the congregations would enter each new church through
separate entrances and only see the much smaller churches.102 From drawings made of the
building during the nineteenth century, it is likely that these separate entrances were on
the west, north, and south sides of the building. This change reflects Milner’s idea that the
Reformation set out to create a visually austere religion, removing any visual pleasure or
sensuality from its buildings.
Before the Reformation, sermons were given only occasionally and it was believed
that ritual and procession were of higher importance. Because procession was an integral
Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 69.
See Chapter 1 for detailed description of the four different churches inside St. Giles’.
[Pgs]
102 This is evident through plans of the cathedral before the Reformation as well as plans
from the 19th Century that depict the cathedral before its restoration.
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part of pre-Reformation religion, churches needed multiple aisles, such as those at St. Giles’,
in order to accommodate the movement of many people inside one space. With
Protestantism, however, the sermon and preaching became a more important religious
practice. Churches meant for preaching and sermons did not require the same amount of
space as processional churches because the emphasis was placed on hearing the sermon.
By limiting the interior church space, the preachers ensured that their sermons were easily
heard. This was vital to Protestantism because it was through the minister’s preaching that
“Faith cometh by hearing…the word of God (Romans 10:17).” In order to ensure that the
congregation could hear the preacher throughout the service, pulpits were built, towering
over the church congregation and allowing the preacher’s voice to be carried throughout
every corner of the church.103 These pulpits were often strategically placed inside the new
churches in order to keep the focus on what the preacher was saying. As Howard notes in
Scottish Architecture: Reformation to Restoration, pulpits were often placed with windows
on either side of them as a means to visually highlight their presence inside the church;
above the pulpit was a wooden sounding board to quiet distracting echoes from the
ceiling.104 This sounding board not only softened echoes from above but also made sure
that the preacher’s voice was not lost in the high ceilings, giving the preacher a better
chance of being heard. Although this strategic planning for the pulpit is not documented at
St. Giles’ during the later part sixteenth century, it is not unreasonable to assume similar
approaches were used inside the four churches.
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While light was often used as a way to highlight the pulpit in a Protestant church,
there is little evidence to suggest that such strategy was possible inside every church in St.
Giles’. As Marshall notes in her book on the history of St. Giles’, these new churches were
not necessarily the most well lit places of worship. In references to the services held in
what was called the Old Kirk, Marshall mentions “the darkness and the draughts of ‘that
dungeon-like’ place of worship.”105 This small remark is telling of just how drastic the
transformation from massive single-bodied church to four darker churches would have
been for the congregation of St. Giles’. It is more likely that the lighting would have had an
effect on the placement of the pulpit inside the East Kirk, for it had formerly been the
chancel. The chancel, being the holiest place in the pre-Reformation church, would have
had the best lighting and thus offered the most opportunity for dramatic effect. What is
clear is that each of these churches would have had their own pulpit, the lavishness of
which would have varied depending on how much money could be raised to pay for it.
What really mattered for these churches was that the preacher had a place of prominence
to give his sermon each day.
Because of the emphasis placed on the importance of the Word of God, rather than
the ritual of Mass, congregants were no longer allowed to mindlessly perform their part in
the services, tuning in and out of the Mass as they saw fit, but they were expected to be
constantly present. It was only through understanding God’s teachings that the Scottish
Protestants could reach salvation and be worthy of the Sacrament. The division of church
interior made it difficult to be invisible; the eye of God and the minister were constantly on
the congregation. To be distracted from the service would have been abundantly obvious to
105
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the minister, who was able to look down on the congregation from the pulpit. Unlike preReformation churches, there was never much distance between the congregation and the
clergy. Instead of being able to stand at the very back of the nave, almost one hundred feet
from the rood screen, congregants were, at most, roughly fifty or sixty feet away in these
smaller churches.106 The small churches made each congregant accountable for his or her
actions during a service.
There was a new level of intellectualism in Protestantism that required the full
attention of the congregation and anything less would have been shameful. With the
emphasis now placed on the sermon and the Word of God, congregants were expected to
listen attentively to lengthy sermons. In order to accommodate the longer services, pews
were constructed for the newly Protestant St. Giles’ as early as 1560. These pews were
made of plain wooden planks and meant to inhibit movement throughout the churches. It
is believed that the wood to construct this seating was taken from pieces of timber lying in
a vault under the Tolbooth, and perhaps constructed from the plain parts of the choir stalls
that were moved there for safety in 1559.107 By placing pews and seating around the
church, St. Giles’ highlighted the importance of the word; there was no need to move
around and look at what was on the wall during the Protestant service because the focus
needed to be entirely on the Word of God as well as the sermon of the minister. The main
goal of the new seating was to keep the audience attentive, ensuring that they could not
wander around the building during services.108 There was also a practical matter to the

This estimate is based on scaled drawings of the interior of St. Giles’.
Marshall, St Giles': The Dramatic Story of a Great Church and its People. 48.
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construction of pews for the new church inside St. Giles’. As Marshall explains, the pews
were necessary to accommodate the new, and most likely lengthier services, because
“Protestant sermons were meant to be delivered without notes, giving opportunity for the
preacher to be divinely inspired…and most of them lasted for at least an hour.”109 These
lengthy sermons were given in addition to the normal church services, presumably making
the entire service over two hours. The expectation of being completely rapt for two hours is
difficult enough, but being able to sit for that period of time makes it more manageable. It is
clear that the preachers at St. Giles’ realized that if they wanted the congregation to be
attentive, they needed to build pews.
Just as there were pews on the ground floor of the church, there were also lofts built
for the city elite. Marshall first mentions these lofts with reference to the first division of St.
Giles’ around 1580. They were constructed with the intent to separate the elite from the
rest of the congregation as well as to make more seating for the congregation. As much as
the lofts were a practical measure, there was a sense of elitism in their construction.
Originally, the pride of place for the noble families of Edinburgh was at the very front of the
service. This was not in an effort to hear the sermons better, but rather to be better seen by
the rest of the congregation. With the construction of the new lofts, the nobility no longer
had to sit at the front, but could now sit above the rest of the congregation and thus firmly
distinguish themselves as superior to the rest of the congregation. The lofts were such
symbols of superiority that a royal loft was constructed was constructed directly across
from the pulpit inside the Old Kirk.110
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While the lofts were, in essence, exclusionary spaces within the church, it is
important to note that they were made that way by the laity and not the clergy. In a similar
manner that side altars had served as a sign of importance within the community, one’s
seat within the church became just as important. This is perhaps best exemplified by
Marshall’s description of the argument between the tailor’s guild and the Dean of Guild at
the time. Marshall describes how the tailors were “indignant to find that the Dean of Guild
had constructed a seat at the site of their former altar” and demanded that it be removed so
that they could sit there.111 Their demand was refused on the grounds that all connections
to abolished altars and superstitions be forgotten in respect to the new religion. This is
significant in that is shows that clergy did not control the seating arrangements inside the
church. The fact the seating hierarchy was a social construct is important to this
Reformation culture because it marks a transition from liturgical exclusivity to an intended
inclusivity.
In dividing the interior of the Scottish cathedral, the choir, which had been strictly
off limits to the laity, was completely dismantled. The destruction of the choir is important
to the shift in laity experience because it exemplifies the Protestant idea of inclusion. With
the removal of the choir, and the lack of a High Altar inside the new churches, the newly
Protestant St. Giles’ became as spatially transparent to the congregation as possible. The
medieval choir was off-limits to the congregation and what went on inside it was often a
mystery. Demolishing the choir is way of including the congregation in every aspect of the
Mass, in a similar manner as performing services in the local vernacular. The choir was
very much an exclusionary space in in Pre-Reformation society. Because of it contained the
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high altar, only the clergy were allowed to enter and interact with the objects inside. Mass
was performed inside the choir, mostly for the benefit of the clergy, and bells had to be
rung to signal the occurrence of the important rituals to the congregation.112 This desire for
collective worship was reflected in the lack of a separate space for ministers of St. Giles’ to
sit. Originally, the clergy sat inside in the choir during services, away from the
congregation, but when the choir was dismantled, the clergy were no longer provided an
entirely separate space. Instead, it is likely that they sat away from the rest of the
congregation but without a physical barrier between them such as a choir wall.113 After the
Reformation, church services, such as Mass, were performed right in front of the
congregation and “the people were encouraged to share in the services as active
participants…by casting the Psalms into metrical forms and setting them to common
tunes.”114 Instead of a select few being able to recite the Psalms, because they could read
them, the entire congregation was able to learn them through the tunes and they were
encouraged to recite them during services. The lack of exclusionary space, such as a choir,
inside the newly constructed churches was important to the Reformers because they
believed the compartmentalization of Catholic churches was an “obstacle to the observance
of fully congregational worship.”115
Communion, one of the most important ceremonies performed during the year, was
also transformed into a fully participatory act. Originally, Communion took place at the
Maxwell, A History of Worship in the Church of Scotland. 38.
This distinction is important because although there is a separation between clergy and
laity, there is a transparency that Protestantism emphasized. What the clergy did during
services is no longer a mystery to the laity and they can worship together, as a
congregation.
114 Maxwell, A History of Worship in the Church of Scotland. 50.
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altar and communicants were given a wafer by the priest as symbol of the body of Christ.
This was a relatively low-participation ritual in that it did not require much from the
communicant. After the Reformation, however, Communion became a ritual that involved
the majority of the community. Interestingly, not everyone was allowed to receive
Communion; there was a lengthy questioning process lead by church elders and only if
their answers were satisfactory were parishioners given a Communion token. Marshall
provides a lengthy description of the Communion process at St. Giles’: communicants
arrived to find six long tables set up in the nave and it was only after the normal service
that they were asked to move to those tables for communion. Instead of just receiving a
wafer, communicants were instructed to sit at the tables, as if for a meal, and were given
bread and a cup of wine.116 This change in ritual is important because it reflects the
Protestant goal of an inclusive religion. Not only were communicants able to participate in
a contemporary final supper, but they were also finally able to taste both the body and the
blood of Christ which was denied to them in the old religion. In the Protestant mindset, this
new practice of communion was a return to the truest form of transubstantiation.

St. Patrick’s Cathedral
St. Patrick’s was a very different story, however, from the Edinburgh cathedral.
Instead of actively converting St. Patrick’s into a Protestant cathedral, it appears only the
bare minimum was done to make it suitable for Protestant worship. Under Henry VIII,
mandates were given in 1537 to reform Irish churches to the new religion and the images
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and relics were forcibly removed from St. Patrick’s.117 Because there was a real push back
against Protestantism in Dublin at this time, Edward VI decided to dissolve the cathedral
instead around 1547. The building was neglected until the assumption of Mary I to the
throne in 1553, and as O’Neill mentions in his chapter Architecture From Reformation to
1800, there was most likely a collapse of the nave vault during its neglect.118 Two authors
on the history of St. Patrick’s, Reverend Myles Ronan and Victor Jackson, offer theories that
Edward VI also used the neglected church space as courts of law, although they disagree as
to how much of the building was used.119 It was under the Marian regime of the midsixteenth century that the congregants would have experienced a Catholic revival. The
revived Catholic St. Patrick’s was once again decorated with splendid religious trappings.
Fletcher notes that the Marian restoration would have “resurrected a liturgy that many in
the city would still have recognized and remembered.”120 The return to Catholic liturgy is
important because it signals the reluctance of the Irish gentry to embrace Protestantism.
While St. Giles’ was divided into four different churches, the Dublin cathedral
remained mostly intact. Even during the long Protestant reign of Elizabeth I the
architectural signs of the old religion were still present. The choir was never demolished or

Gillespie, Reform and Decay, 1500-1598. 159
O'Neill, Architecture from the Reformation to 1800. 220.Because of the extensive
restoration during the 19th Century as well as the lack of surviving records from the time, it
is not certain how extensive the damage was. What can be agreed upon by multiple authors
is that there was a lot of material restoration required during the Marian regime in 1555.
119 Jackson states that Edward I directed part of St. Patrick’s be used as a court house
whereas Ronan argues that, with the exception of St. Nicholas’ Chapel, all of St. Patrick’s
was turned into courts of law. Both Jackson and Ronan wrote short histories of the Church
meant to be more informational pamphlets than scholarly texts. While it is an interesting
theory that is worth noting, it is not corroborated in more scholarly writings and should
not necessarily be taken as complete facts.
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destroyed in its totality, like it was at St. Giles’; in fact O’Neill refers to it as “the oldest and
best preserved part of the building.”121 This in striking contrast to what happened in
Scotland, perhaps signaling a continued hope of a return to Catholicism. To destroy the
choir completely, only to then have to rebuild one once Catholicism returned, would have
been exceptionally expensive. It was much easier, and cheaper, to leave the choir empty.
Loeber explains this nicely by stating that “serious architectural endeavor depended on the
support of the gentry or senior clergy,”122 which means that the destruction of the choir
was not supported by the gentry or the clergy. This hints at the mindset of the community
at the time, meaning that they were less than likely fervent Protestants like their Scottish
counterparts. Although the choir was the “main area of cathedral activity for both the
clergy and the laity for some time,”123 it was probably not as an inclusive space. There was
still an altar within the choir as well as a pulpit from which sermons were given on Sunday
afternoons.124
In addition, during the seventeenth century the choir of St. Patrick’s was visually
enhanced rather than dismantled. The Earl of Cork funded the paving and the raising of the
floor around the altar in the choir. Rails were added around three sides of the altar,
separating it again from the rest of the church as an off-limits area for the majority of the
congregation.125 While this might not have been unusual to find in a Catholic church at the
time, the rails certainly contradicted Protestant notions by adding emphasis to the altar.
Not long after, the entire choir floor was paved with a black and white checkered flooring
O'Neill, The Architectural History of the Medieval Church. 104-105
Loeber Art and Architecture of Ireland. 303.
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which visually distinguish it from the rest of the cathedral.126 The ceiling above the choir
was also enhanced during this time. The vaulting was painted blue with gold stars and
gilded cherubim heads decorating the ceiling and above the vaulting capitals.127 This
decoration created an other-worldly space that could be seen but not entered by any
common congregant. The visual difference in painted ceiling above the choir and the
white-washed interior of the rest of the church is a drastic shift from the plainness and
austerity associated with Protestant churches. While St. Giles’ had completely removed any
association with the past through interior furnishings, St. Patrick’s continued to embrace
parts of its Catholic past, including the exclusion of the laity from certain spaces. By
decorating only certain parts of the church in a Pre-Reformation style, the chapter of St.
Patrick’s promotes the message of separate space for the laity and the clergy.
The choir was also separated from the rest of the church by heavy prebendal stalls,
which O’Neill notes are most likely medieval misericords.128 This is an interesting
difference between the Irish and Scottish cathedrals because it signals that the Irish
prebendaries were expected to stand during services rather than sit attentively as they did
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128 O'Neill, Architecture from the Reformation to 1800. 225 A floor plan of the choir dating
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in Scotland.129 Instead of the plain seats and pews that were built for the congregation of St.
Giles’, St. Patrick’s seats were apparently nicely decorated: Thomas Spencer was paid 300
pounds in 1674 to make new and paint all the seats in the choir.130 Only ten years later,
Dean Worth hired a man named John Barlow to paint the archbishop’s throne and every
stall as well as to place the name of every prebendary over his stall.131 It was clearly
important where each clergy member sat during services, and unlike the Scottish church, it
appears to have been mandated from the clergy. In addition to these seating arrangements,
there were also galleries, similar to the lofts inside St. Giles’, that were constructed inside
the choir. These were again reserved for the clergy of St. Patrick’s, but perhaps for lesser
members because there are no records of assigned seating within the galleries. It is
important to note that there is no documentation of any seating within the rest of the
cathedral at this time. While some nineteenth century floor plans depict seating in smaller
places such as the Lady Chapel and St. Nicholas Without, it is uncertain as to what the
seating arrangements where during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In addition,
there were not galleries, or lofts, constructed outside of the choir which suggests there was
no concern for more seating for the congregation. Because there was presumably no
seating throughout the nave of St. Patrick’s, the number of congregants able to fit inside the
church would be far larger than that of St. Giles’, thus there was no need for galleries or
Misericords is a small shelf located on the underside of a choir stall seat. They were
constructed on choir stalls to give the worshiper more comfort throughout the service. One
was expected to stand during long services but the misericord allowed the user to learn
against it and slightly reduce their discomfort.
130 O'Neill, Architecture from the Reformation to 1800. 226.
131 O'Neill, Architecture from the Reformation to 1800. 227. John Barlow was also
commissioned to create a new communion table, install news rails around the alter, and to
construct a new pulpit. These objects would have been used by the clergy and most
certainly off limits to the rest of the congregation.
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lofts. The lack of seating hints that the clergy expected the congregation to stand
throughout the service and that there was less attention paid to forcing the congregation’s
focus on the word. Without seats or pews, the St. Patrick’s congregation was still able to
wander and move throughout the church as they saw fit during services. If St. Patrick’s was
truly embracing Protestantism, as it should have been under English authority, seating
would have been provided in order to promote full attention to the Word of God.
While the majority of St. Patrick’s architecture did not change after the Reformation,
there are a few instances of subdivision within the cathedral. In the north transept of St.
Patrick’s was the chapel of St. Nicholas Without. This space had been used for the chapel
starting in the middle of the fourteenth century, but during the Reformation it was closed
off entirely to create its own parish church.132 This church had its own entrance and altar,
thus making it an entirely separate structure from the larger church. However, the Church
of St. Nicholas Without was not like the divided churches at St. Giles’. Firstly, it kept its
name and association with the saint after the Reformation. With the new Protestant liturgy,
all devotion of saints was supposed to be dissolved. Keeping the name ‘St. Nicholas
Without’ was a direct refusal of an important protestant liturgical requirement. In Scotland,
for example, St. Giles’ became known as the High Kirk after the Reformation as a way to
disassociate with the Catholic past. In addition, it is worth discussing the location of this
chapel. Unlike the Scottish churches that divided the choir, St. Nicholas Without stayed
within the northern transept, and even left room between the transept and the choir.133
With that aisle open, it was still possible to ambulate around the choir during services in
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the larger body of the church. It is reasonable to assume that the separation of this church
from the rest of the cathedral was not meant to spur undistracted devotion, but to
accommodate a smaller congregation.
The more notable division, however, was the Lady Chapel located behind the choir.
Before the Reformation, the Lady Chapel was similar to any other side altar or chapel inside
St. Patrick’s. Being dedicated to the Virgin Mary, it held obvious importance to the
congregation, thus its placement behind the choir. The chapel was visible through an arch
on the east wall, above the high altar. After the Reformation, the Lady Chapel was sealed
off from the choir by a lath and plaster wall at the east end, upon which the Ten
Commandments were painted [Figure 12].134 It is difficult to understand what the Lady
Chapel would have looked like at this time for it was repaired in 1721 and then restored
yet again in 1845.135 As O’Neill notes in “The Architectural History of the Medieval
Cathedral,” the Lady Chapel would have been vaulted like the rest of St. Patrick’s Cathedral
and although it was a later addition, it would have architecturally flowed with the rest of
the cathedral. What has been documented, however, is that the Lady Chapel sank into
decay by 1633 from lack of use, but by the middle of the seventeenth century it was
deemed suitable for a group of French Huguenots seeking refuge.136 The Dean and chapter
of St. Patrick’s signed a contract with the French Huguenots to lease the Lady Chapel to
them for twenty-one years, on the premise that they conform to the liturgy of the Irish
Church.137 It is surprising that the dean and chapter of St. Patrick’s were willing to
Robin Usher. 2012. Protestant Dublin, 1660-1760. England: Palgrave Macmillan. 71.
See 1852 drawing of Lady Chapel, originally published in Ecclesiologist, on page 110 of
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relinquish the Lady Chapel to the French Protestants. Perhaps this signifies a decrease in
importance of Mary to the Irish congregation at this time, or perhaps it is a matter of
monetary gain. If the entire church was in disrepair at this point, with the nave open to the
elements as Sir William Brereton describes in 1635, leasing the Lady Chapel might have
been necessary to fund repairs.138 Whatever the reasons for leasing the Lady Chapel, the
chapter of St. Patrick’s would not have really experienced a dramatic shift in the
architectural flow of the church. Because the Lady Chapel was behind the choir, it was not a
space that was constantly walked through or used, thus the effect of closing it off would not
have been nearly as dramatic as also incorporating part of the choir. In the same way as the
Chapel of St. Nicholas Without, the separation of the Lady Chapel was not a reflection of St.
Patrick’s adherence to Protestant values of distraction-free worship.

Architecture and interior furnishings do more than make up a building: they control
how people move around and experience a space. The Protestants understood the power of
space and its ability to shape a congregation’s religious experience. This chapter has argued
that the chapter at St. Giles’ used architecture and furnishings to both break with the
Catholic past and visually reflect the new expectations of its congregation. Through the
construction of walls, dismantling of the choir, and the addition of mandatory seating, the
Scottish Cathedral transformed itself to accommodate the level of intellectual participation
required by the new Calvinist liturgy. Each addition inside St. Giles’ was meant to reiterate
Protestant ideals to its congregation. St. Patrick’s Cathedral, on the other hand, did not
undergo the same transformative process. This chapter has contended that the Irish
138
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cathedral, while officially a Protestant church, did little architecturally to initiate its
congregation in the Protestant ideology of the time. Each change made to St. Patrick’s, in
both its architecture and furnishings, defined a separation of clergy and laity rather than
bring them together. This stark contrast of laity participation and inclusionary space
reflects a fundamental difference in the embrace of Protestantism in Ireland and Scotland.
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Conclusion

This thesis has explored the effects of the Protestant Reformation in Ireland and
Scotland on church architecture, decoration, and the role of the laity. These three elements
reflect the ways in which the Reformation altered congregational experience in order to
promote the liturgical shift in what was most important in religious worship. As this thesis
has argued, architecture and decoration do more than make a building beautiful; they
create an experience for anyone who enters. While most scholars would investigate the
alterations to the church architecture and decoration or the changing role of the laity, it is
my belief that in order to fully understand the effect the Protestant Reformation had in
Scotland and Ireland, all three aspects must be investigated. There are problems, however,
in investigating these issues. Perhaps the most difficult obstacle I had to overcome was the
lack of physical evidence surrounding these churches.
The church architecture of St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s has been altered several times
over the years. Both churches have experienced large restoration and rebuilding projects in
the nineteenth century. Because these buildings were rebuilt, it was almost impossible for
me to rely on the visual evidence I collected during my visits and to understand what the
buildings looked like during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Relying on drawings
was also an unfruitful project, for there were very few drawings that conveyed what the
churches looked like during the Reformation. This is perhaps due to old documents being
lost, or perhaps they were never documented in the first place, but the lack of visual
evidence made understanding the written descriptions difficult. My aim in creating the
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floor plans is to help visualize the architectural changes in order to understand how the
experience as a congregant changed.
Yet another obstacle was the lack of surviving church decoration from this time
frame. In the case of St. Giles’, for example, many of the decorative aspects were melted
down and sold or lost over the years. There are only descriptions of what these items
looked like, or records of what was purchased. It is only possible to imagine what it must
have been like to experience all of the lush fabrics and shining metals, or even the austerity
of white washed walls and green pillars. As for St. Patrick’s, there is an even more
conspicuous lack of evidence since many of the written documents were destroyed by
floods and other natural disasters over the years. There is so much that is still unknown
about these two spaces, that understanding how they functioned requires a considerable
amount of intuition and guess work.
Yet even though there is little information about St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s during the
Reformation, they are important to discuss in order to gain a wider understanding of
Protestantism in the British Isles. Their experiences within the Reformation are indicative
of the different ways in which Protestantism grew and spread throughout Europe. The
Reformation outside of continental Europe is commonly talked about as the English
Reformation, which is generally seen as a Reformation based on personal motivations
rather than a true belief in Protestant ideals. This view is very problematic in that it erases
the histories of the Reformation in countries neighboring, but outside of, England.
Scotland’s embrace of the Protestant Reformation was entirely independent from Henry
VIII and the English Reformation, yet it is hardly ever discussed. This thesis has shown that
the Scottish people whole-heartedly embraced a Calvinist Protestantism and took
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measures to ensure the continuation of the new religion. An understanding of what took
place in Ireland is difficult, however, in that although it was a part of England at that time it
is hardly discussed in works on the English Reformation. The lack of scholarly discussion of
the Reformation in Ireland is particularly frustrating because it was different from England
in that the Irish were imposed upon by a king in another country. There was an Irish
identity that was different from the English, and perhaps even a resentment, for having to
follow the orders of a monarch few would ever see. As this thesis has shown, the St.
Patrick’s congregation did very little actually to enforce English liturgical law. This lack of
enthusiasm is important to the larger context of Protestantism in the British Isles in that it
highlights the fact that groups were not pleased with Henry VIII’s break with the Catholic
church and that they took steps to ensure their religious practices would not change
significantly. St. Patrick’s provides an example of how a community decides to refute
religious changes imposed upon them by outside forces.
The Protestant Reformation did not happen overnight, nor did the changes to the
fabric of St. Giles’ and St. Patrick’s. This thesis looks at how changes are made, or not made,
to religious institutions to reflect a community’s religious interests. It is through looking at
what was added or removed from these two churches that one can understand the shifting
perceptions of what was necessary to worship God and how that effected the personal
experience inside a religious building. It is my hope that this thesis adds to the
understanding of why these buildings changed and what that says about the communities
they served.
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Images

Figure 1. Interior of St. Giles’ Cathedral as seen Today
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Figure 2. Interior Crossing of St. Giles’ Cathedral
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Figure 3. Interior of St. Patrick’s Cathedral as seen Today
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Figure 4. Choir of St. Patrick’s Today
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Figure 5. St. Giles’ before the Reformation, as found in Marshall
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Figure 6. St. Giles’ c.1563
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Figure 7. St. Giles’ c. 1580
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Figure 8. St. Giles’ c. 1598
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Figure 9. St. Giles’ c. 1650
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Figure 10. St. Patrick’s c. 1530’s
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Figure 11. St. Patrick’s c. 1635
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Figure 12. St. Patrick’s c. 1665
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Figure 13. Boyle Family Monument. Left: A drawing by Blaymires in 1739 when Monument
was located in the choir. Right: The Boyle Monument as it stands now in the west end of the
nave. Both images taken from St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin.
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